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Abstract
Time travel weevils: Unravelling the evolutionary past of Hadramphus using
histrorical and modern DNA
by
Emily D Fountain

Museum specimens are of increasing importance to the study of ecology, evolution,
phylogenetics and conservation biology. In this thesis I explore the use of museum specimens
to analyse population changes and declines in the endangered weevil genus Hadramphus over
the past 125 years.
Molecular phylogenetics aids our understanding of species taxonomy by including the neutral
evolutionary history of a species’ genetic code rather than relying on morphological
characteristics alone. The phylogeny of the genus Hadramphus was obtained using the
mitochondrial gene cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) and the ribosomal nuclear internal
transcribe spacer 2 (ITS2). A multi-locus multi-species coalescent approach was used for
building a species tree from the gene trees. Hadramphus pittospori was highly divergent from
the other three species in the genus, suggesting the current genus is paraphyletic. A study of
the phylogeography of Megadromus antarcticus was conducted using COI and ITS2. A
Bayesian skyline plot was calculated to determine if the effective population size of M.
antarcticus has changed. The population of M. antarcticus showed no decline, and diverged
during the Pleistocene. The recent divergence fits with the biogeography of the Canterbury
Plains which were heavily affected by the glacial cycles during the Pleistocene.
The critically endangered Hadramphus tuberculatus was last sampled in 1922 and presumed
extinct until its rediscovery in 2004. After severe range reduction from loss of habitat and the
introduction of mammalian predators, the only known remaining population is at Burkes Pass
Scenic Reserve. From 2009-2011, the reserve was surveyed for the weevil using visual
searches and pitfall traps. Mark recapture was applied to determine population size,
movement, and survivability. Analysis of the mark recapture data showed a large year to year
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variation in the estimated population sizes from 2009 to 2011. The data also showed that the
weevil was highly mobile throughout the reserve, covering distances up to 190 metres.
DNA from pinned museum specimens of Hadramphus tuberculatus has also been collected so
that populations can be compared over time to map the loss of genetic diversity for the
species. Non-destructive methods were used to extract DNA from specimens of H.
tuberculatus collected from 1890-1922. Primers were designed to amplify short fragments of
the COI mitochondrial gene (135 bp). Sequences were aligned and compared to COI
sequences obtained from modern samples. Preliminary results suggest variation between
modern and historic samples and a loss of nucleotide diversity during the past 100 years. A
reduced representation library of genomic DNA for H. tuberculatus and H. spinipennis was
built for next generation sequencing (454) to find single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) for
population genetic studies using both historic and modern samples. A method of SNP
genotyping using high resolution melting (HRM) for both modern and historical weevil
specimens continues to be investigated.

Keywords: Hadramphus, weevil, phylogeography, phylogeny, historical DNA, nextgeneration sequencing, high resolution melting, single nucleotide polymorphism,
Megadromus antarcticus, mark recapture, conservation, island restoration
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Chapter 1
Context of Thesis
Genetics play a vital role in conservation. One central issue pertaining to conservation
genetics is the amount of genetic variation in a population. Understanding the evolutionary
history of a species is pertinent to understanding if the current genetic variation present in a
population indicates a potential risk for inbreeding depression and lack of adaptation to
environmental changes. Phylogeography, the study of the spatial distribution of populations,
is important to conservation as the study provides valuable information regarding the
evolutionary history of a species based on genetic and geological events. Ancient and
historical DNA can also assist in the conservation of a species by providing details on the
genetic variation that was once present in a species or identify possibly unknown extinct
species. Conservation is also assisted by molecular phylogenetics in the identification of
individual taxonomic units for conservation management.
The main focus of this thesis is to explore the evolutionary history of an endangered New
Zealand endemic genus of weevils, Hadramphus. All Hadramphus species are threatened and
have few populations. To increase sample size and add temporally relevant information,
historically collected pinned museums specimens are used in molecular analyses. The
historical specimens will provide information on the genetic variation and nucleotide diversity
of the past. By comparing the historical and modern samples, I can examine changes in
genetic diversity over time.
Working with important and rare museum specimens requires a great deal of care and caution
so as not to damage the specimens. Traditional DNA extraction methods require the removal
of tissue or a leg from the specimen thus causing morphological damage. To achieve the aim
of exploring genetic changes through time, a methodology for DNA isolation from pinned
specimens that does not damage the morphology is necessary. To develop such a method,
prior tests must be conducted on a species that is common and has an ample amount of
accessible museum specimens. I chose the carabid beetle, Megadromus antarcticus, as it is
common, widespread, and many museum specimens are available for use. Furthermore, M.
antarcticus is widespread throughout the Canterbury Plains which coincides with the
historical range of the weevil Hadramphus tuberculatus, a focal species in this thesis.
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Development of the DNA extraction methods will also provide information in regards to the
recent evolutionary history of M. antarcticus.
The structure of the thesis is broken down as follows.
An in-depth introduction to the thesis is provided in Chapter 2, including a literature review.
Chapter 3 evaluates the effectiveness of a DNA extraction method for old, pinned insect
specimens that does not damage morphology. The method is developed and tested using
samples from the common carabid beetle, Megadromus antarcticus.
Aim: Develop a method of DNA extraction that does not cause morphological
damage to pinned museum specimens.
In Chapter 4, the molecular phylogeny of the genus Hadramphus is analysed using samples
obtained from methods developed in chapter 2.
Aim: Identify individual taxonomic units for Hadramphus based on a molecular
phylogeny of the genus using mitochondrial and nuclear genes.
In Chapter 5, the evolutionary history of Megadromus antarcticus is reconstructed by using
samples obtained from methods developed in chapter 2 in a phylogeography analysis. The
biogeography of the Canterbury Plains is considered from the context of the evolutionary
history of the wide-spread grassland species, Megadromus antarcticus.
Aim: Reconstruct the evolutionary history of M. antarcticus and how the history
relates to biogeographical events on the Canterbury Plains.
Chapter 6 explores how anthropogenic disturbance and then island restoration can affect the
evolutionary history of a Hadramphus species. Hadramphus spinipennis and its host-plant
Aciphylla dieffenbachii are both considered in regards to ecology and the genetics of H.
spinipennis are studied.
Aim: Determine if a decline in H. spinipennis or its host-plant has occurred on
Rangatira and Mangere Islands in the last 15 years.
In Chapter 7, the ecology of the critically endangered Hadramphus tuberculatus is observed.
Mark-recapture is employed to gain some insight into the status of the population size and
also provide information on the weevil’s ecology and behaviour.
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Aim: Increase the information known about the ecology and behaviour of H.
tuberculatus.
In Chapter 8, the evolutionary history of H. tuberculatus is reconstructed by using the
extraction methods optimized in Chapter 3 to amplify the mitochondrial gene COI for
historical and modern specimens.
Aim: Categorise and analyse the changes in genetic variation and nucleotide
diversity over the last 120 years for H. tuberculatus.
In Chapter 9, next generation sequencing technology is used to obtain SNPs for H.
tuberculatus and H. spinipennis.
Aim: Develop a method to genotype SNPs from next generation sequence data in
historical and modern DNA.
In chapter 10, there is a summary of the findings from the thesis and speculation on where the
research can progress.
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Chapter 2
Introduction
Imagine taking a time machine back into the past to collect samples, and consider the
questions that such a journey could answer. In fact we can collect historical samples without
running into any temporal paradoxes. Museum specimens have become increasingly
important in the study of evolution, population dynamics and molecular ecology (Didham
2006). Often museums house thousands of dry, pinned invertebrate specimens that are rare
and valuable pieces of history, preserving information from decades to centuries before the
present. Although these insects may be identified morphologically, more in-depth
investigation of their history and evolution is possible by retrieving DNA from them. With
suitable samples, which shed light on populations at the time of collection, changes in
population structure over time may be reconstructed and historical allele frequencies and gene
flow measured (Harper 2006). Also, the genetic history revealed by museum invertebrates
may provide valuable information for the conservation of endangered insects by assessing
their population viability, historical ranges, and bottlenecks (Goldstein and Desalle 2003).
Advances in molecular biology facilitate the use of old and even ancient specimens to answer
important scientific questions (Behura 2006, Reiss 2006). Research may provide valuable
information about the evolutionary history of Hadramphus and Lyperobius, such as the
changes in genetic variation over the last century, and their current population viability.
Obtaining genetic data from museum specimens will allow for the documentation of a genetic
baseline prior to major habitat loss and local extinctions for Hadramphus and Lyperobius. The
use of century old museum specimens of the North American red fox, provided researchers
with vital information on how habitat fragmentation effected gene flow and population
connectivity for the montane red foxes (Sacks et al. 2010). With the important genetic data
gained, researchers were able to not only determine that there was a subspecies present prior
to gene flow restriction and population fragmentation, but that this subspecies should now be
given a higher conservation priority. Thus, the comparison of historical and current genetic
diversity allows for a temporal observation of natural selection and not just a snapshot of
evolution viewed from the present time.
Few studies have used historical specimens to determine the changes in allelic frequency and
population genetics over time (Harper 2006, Wandeler et al. 2007). In New Zealand this
process has only been used for fish (Hauser et al. 2002), Mohoua ochrocephala, mohua
4

(Tracy and Jamieson 2011), Philesturnus carunculatus, saddleback (Taylor et al. 2007) and
Megadyptes antipodes, yellow eyed penguin (Boessenkool et al. 2009). Museum specimens
were also used on a study of the genetic diversity of the rediscovered New Zealand takahe
(Porphyrio hochstetteri (A.B. Meyer 1883)). The threatened rail species was thought to have
gone extinct but a small relict population was discovered in 1948 in Fiordland (Wallace
2002). Samples from the modern population and historical populations suggested a decline in
genetic diversity that coincided with the arrival of Maori settlers (Grueber and Jamieson
2011). The story of the takahe, a species thought to be extinct for many decades, is similar to
that of Hadramphus tuberculatus, which is critically endangered.
Currently in molecular biology, scientists have been able to extract DNA from pinned
invertebrate specimens over 100 years old and new methods for older specimens are being
developed (Hummel 2003, Behura 2006, Harper 2006). Although two studies have reported
successful extraction from a weevil (Cano et al. 1993) and termite (Desalle et al. 1992) over
120 million-years-old, one study has been nonreplicable (Reiss 2006) and the other incorrect
due to modern DNA contamination (Gutierrez and Marin 1998). Since these reports, only two
known studies have reported ancient DNA (aDNA) extraction from insects (Goldstein and
Desalle 2003, Chapco and Litzenberger 2004). The most popular methods of DNA extraction
with invertebrates are (1) removal of a leg or (2) body puncture. Although these methods have
proved effective, they cause morphological damage to valuable and rare specimens. Recently,
new methods have been developed to remove DNA from inside the historical specimen
without causing any external damage (Rohland et al. 2004, Gilbert et al. 2007). In this thesis,
historical DNA (hDNA) will be defined as DNA from specimens 15 to <100 years old, and
aDNA as coming from specimens ≥100 years old.
New Zealand is home to many endemic invertebrates that have experienced range and
population declines over the past 150 years with the arrival of humans, their pest species and
habitat modification (Winterbourn et al. 2008). Many of these insect species have not been
genetically analysed or described. On an oceanic island, the evolutionary divergences of
insects isolated from neighbouring continents are unique and contribute to a high level of
endemic biodiversity (Cooper and Millener 1993, Caldecott et al. 1996, Gillespie and
Roderick 2002). At the species level, the terrestrial arthropods on New Zealand are 90%
endemic and within the beetles 43% at the genera level are endemic. Geographic isolation or
adaptation to diverse habitats resulted in high diversification of invertebrates on these islands.
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The Hadramphus genus of weevils is endemic to New Zealand with all species listed as
endangered. Three of the four species are coastal while the fourth, Hadramphus tuberculatus,
is found in grasslands on montane foothills. The sister genus to Hadramphus is Lyperobius
Pascoe 1876 (Craw 1999) which are another endemic grassland weevil that is found in
montane foothills and highlands. The species within Lyperobius are classified from common
to endangered according to the New Zealand Department of Conservation (Leschen et al.
2012).

2.1 The Genera Hadramphus and Lyperobius
Hadramphus Broun 1911 is a small genus of large, nocturnal, flightless weevils which
consists of four species: H. tuberculatus (Pascoe 1877), H. spinipennis Broun 1911, H.
stilbocarpae Kuschel 1971, and H. pittospori (Kuschel 1987) (Craw 1999). The species of
this genus are often restricted to a specific plant and are endemic to the South Island, Poor
Knights Island, and the Chatham Islands of New Zealand. All weevils in this genus are listed
as endangered to varying degrees, and are each considered a conservation priority. Few
ecological or molecular studies have been conducted on the species in the genus.
The Canterbury knobbled weevil, Hadramphus tuberculatus, was last sighted in 1922 and
presumed extinct (Craw 1999) until its rediscovery in 2004 (Young 2006). H. tuberculatus is
classified as nationally endangered and has only one known population at Burkes Pass Scenic
Reserve. H. tuberculatus was thought to be associated with Aciphylla glaucescens or
Aciphylla subflabellata; however, the only known population is found on Aciphylla aurea
(Johns 2006, Iles 2007, Young et al. 2008). Areas where specimens were historically collected
suggest that the weevil was once found on the Canterbury Plains throughout the foothills and
fringing ranges (Christchurch, Oxford, Blackford, Mt. Oakden, Temuka, and Waimate) (Craw
1999). In addition, Holocene fossils were found at Albury Park, North Canterbury, Gordon’s
Valley, Glenlea and Craigmore Stations, and South Canterbury (Kushel and Worthy 1996).
Hadramphus spinipennis, coxella weevil, is found on the Chatham Islands. Current
populations are found on Rangatira, Little Mangere and Mangere Islands, but at one time the
weevil was also on Pitt Island (Emberson et al. 1996). The most recent survey on the Mangere
Islands (Schöps 1998) suggested that the weevil is thriving; the status of the population on
Rangatira is unknown but assumed to be still thriving. H. spinipennis is associated with
Aciphylla dieffenbachii.
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The knobbled weevil, H. stilbocarpae, has only been recorded from Fiordland, Stewart Island
and the Snares Islands. There are at least five known populations, with one being recently
translocated to Breaksea Island (McGuinness 2001). The Snares populations are found on the
herbs from the genus Stilbocarpa whereas the Fiordland populations are restricted to
Anisotome lyalli or shoreline carrot. H. pittospori is a protected species found on Poor
Knights Island and according to Craw (1999) may possibly exist in the Marlborough and
Nelson areas. It is found on the host plant Pittosporum crassifolium (Craw 1999).
Lyperobius is a genus of large, generally diurnal flightless grassland weevils, in which five of
the sixteen species are found throughout the Canterbury region. All species are found on host
plants in the genera Aciphylla and Anisotome. Most Lyperobius species are found at high
altitudes, above 1200 m, in sub-alpine grasslands. Of the five species found in Canterbury
only one, L. huttoni Pascoe 1876, is found at lower altitudes, 600 – 1219 m and at sea level in
Wellington; it is also the only Lyperobius species listed as protected and endangered (Craw
1999). Tussock burning, quarrying and grazing by livestock are considered the main
contributors to the decline of L. huttoni species (Bull 1967, Beauchamp 1988). Previous
studies have predicted that extinction of this species is inevitable due to the loss of its host
plant, Aciphylla (Hunt 1996). The most widely distributed and common species, L. spedenii,
is found in mid-Canterbury at the altitude range, 1250 – 1860 m. L. carinatus is found in the
drier, mid-eastern mountain ranges, and may be endangered as its preferred habitat has been
degraded. However, little is known about this particular species so there is no certainty of its
population size (Craw 1999).

2.2

Molecular approaches

This study will use pinned museum specimens and tissue taken from current populations of
Hadramphus and Lyperobius to determine their phylogenetic structure, population genetics,
and evolutionary history. My research will focus on using historical variation and
evolutionary theory to develop predictions for the sustainability and evolutionary pathways
for Hadramphus and Lyperobius with a particular focus on Hadramphus tuberculatus and H
spinipennis. By incorporating newly developed methods (Rohland et al. 2004, Gilbert et al.
2007) with next generation sequencing technology (Toth et al. 2007, Hudson 2008), this study
will enhance the molecular science field and utilise these resources to answer questions
regarding a species’ past population genetics in greater detail. I will reconstruct the historical
population genetics of these species and determine their phylogenetic relationships to other
taxa.
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In a study by Gilbert et al. (2007) carabid beetles from 2-94 years old were collected from
museums for DNA analysis without causing morphological damage. All samples were dried
specimens, half of which were pinned and the other half not pinned. Instead of the common
method of leg removal (Watts et al. 2007), the 14 beetles were soaked overnight in a lysis
buffer and removed the following morning. Before and after pictures showed the new method
caused no external damage to the beetles and DNA was successfully extracted from the lysis
buffer and sequenced from 11 of the14 specimens. I will test this method’s effectiveness in
extracting adequate DNA for amplification via PCR.
The methods developed by Gilbert et al. (2007) were based on a study conducted by Rohland
et al. (2004), in which different buffers were tested for their efficacy for removing DNA from
historical specimens while causing no morphological damage. For their study, bone, fur, or
dried tissue was used from five mammalian species up to 164 years old. Rohland et al. (2004)
managed to successfully develop a buffer which removed enough DNA from the specimens to
allow for amplification and sequencing without causing any damage to the samples.
The collected data will also offer insights as to how H. tuberculatus and H. spinipennis
historically used their habitat and how the reduction of this habitat has changed their
ecological role. In particular, the native grassland habitat of H. tuberculatus has been
drastically modified by agricultural burning and cultivation (Bull 1967, Beauchamp 1988,
Kuschel and Worthy 1996). The host plant Aciphylla, often considered a weed, was cleared by
large-scale repetitive burning of grasslands. The degradation and destruction of grassland
habitat may have created an ecological shift in weevil utilization of its habitat.
The hypothesis proposed is that Hadramphus have experienced a loss of heterozygosity and
allelic richness throughout time, resulting in possible reductions in population viability. A
reduction in habitat range, loss in the number of local populations, and habitat fragmentation
can result in less heterozygosity among individuals in a population (Harper 2006). If a
population size (Nc) falls below a theoretical threshold, the population may then lack
sufficient genetic diversity to prevent deleterious mutations from accumulating, allelic
fixation, or genetic stochasity (i.e. genetic drift) (Wang 2005). With high levels inbreeding,
deleterious alleles usually not expressed by heterozygotes can surface as homozygotes and
reduce the fitness of a population.
Population genetics involves the determination of effective population size (N e) based on the
genetic heterozygosity within a population. Wright (1931) developed the idea of N e by
defining it as the number of breeders in an ideal population showing the same rate of random
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genetic drift as the population under consideration. Ne will always be less than the census
population size (Nc) in any natural population due to unequal sex ratios, fluctuating
population sizes over time, and variation in reproductive success (Palstra and Ruzzante 2008).
It is expected that rare species of conservation concern would have a lower N e, or genetic
diversity, than would larger, more stable populations (Palstra and Ruzzante 2008). Effective
population size is related to the change in heterozygosity over time by the equation, N e=1/ (2em+2), where m equals the slope of genetic heterozygosity over time.
Ne can be related to the census population size by determining the ratio of N e/Nc. Generally
Ne/Nc is usually ~0.5 (Nunney and Elam 1994), however, for invertebrates the ratio on
average is 0.15 (Hartl 1980). Historical allele data allows for the calculation of population
sizes and species composition in both time and geographic range. When comparing historical
and current population sizes, growth or decline trends within populations may be calculated
and future trends predicted. In this study Ne and Ne/Nc will be determined for Hadramphus
and Lyperobius populations through time. By measuring the change in heterozygosity using a
Bayesian skyline plot (Drummond et al. 2005), the study will model the risk of extinction in
the two genera.
One difficulty of working with endangered species is that there are few specimens and those
that exist are valuable. I intend to develop the methods for this study by using a species
common throughout Canterbury and with many museum specimens. Megadromus antarcticus
is such a common and widespread beetle, and will be used to test various methods of DNA
extraction from historic and new specimens. There are multiple pinned specimens of M.
antarcticus in museums and as a generalist, predatory species it is easily found throughout the
Canterbury Plains and hills (Johns 2005) making it an ideal candidate for testing extraction
methods. Also, this study will answer taxonomic questions regarding M. antarcticus while
testing new extraction methods.
Although it is a generalist, predatory species found throughout most open areas of the
Canterbury Plains, including urban areas, preliminary studies (Fountain and He 2008) suggest
that M. antarcticus consists of geographic variants throughout the Canterbury Plains with
high gene flow across the Plains. Since M. antarcticus is flightless, it is expected that the
beetle would exhibit poor migratory habits and would not be able to travel great distances,
resulting in little gene flow and high genetic variation between different sites. Studies of
winged and wingless carabids have shown that gene flow is not affected by the poor
migratory ability of flightless beetles, but rather by habitat selection and elevation (Liebherr
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1988). M. antarcticus is found in open areas, but habitat fragmentation caused by topography,
such as mountains or hills may present barriers restricting the gene flow. Recently, M.
antarcticus has been split into subspecies with the ‘crassalis’ population of Southern
Canterbury considered as a subspecies based on its morphologically larger size (Evans 2004).
This study will test whether or not M. a. crassalis is likely to be a genuine subspecies or a
morph of M. antarcticus, thus providing valuable information on conservation of M.
antarcticus.
Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) will be obtained for historical and modern samples
of Hadramphus through the use of next-generation sequencing (NGS). For the conservation
of rare and endangered species, genetic diagnostic markers such as SNPs and microsatellites
are used to provide information on their population history, demography, genetic structure
and information on relatedness between individuals (Ekblom and Galindo 2011). SNPs have
recently been suggested as an alternative to using microsatellites, particularly for older and
degraded DNA as their genotyping requires only short target sequences. Other advantages to
using SNPs over microsatellites, including known mutation models for SNPs and easily
targeted variation in random genomic regions (Morin et al. 2004). Next generation
sequencing has been suggested as a method of generating a large number of SNP sequences
due to its ability to easily detect SNPs in samples (Wandeler et al. 2007).
The NGS platform offers the possibility of obtaining a vast number of sequence fragments
which will provide multiple microsatellites and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for a
non-model species. Little genetic data is available for non-model species, and this information
will allow other researchers access to a new range of gene sequences. The data gained in this
study may also provide answers to important questions involving the evolutionary selection in
certain genes and the loss of alleles due to decreases in population size. New genetic
information will also allow for the evaluation of Ne, Ne/Nc and the change of heterozygosity
in Hadramphus tuberculatus throughout time.
With only one population of H. tuberculatus, the conservation of this rare, endemic species
will be assisted by providing information for recovery programs, such as the likely genetic
consequences of methods to preserve the populations, for example translocation, captive
breeding, hybridization, or reproductive cloning. The results of genetic and ecological work of
my study may help ensure the survival of H. tuberculatus, and will also create methods for
future preservation of other endangered organisms.
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2.3 Aims and objectives
The aim of the study is to utilise historical and modern specimens of Hadramphus to
reconstruct the current and past genetic diversity and population changes throughout time.
Objectives:
1. Develop effective, non-destructive methods for hDNA extraction for Megadromus
antarcticus.
2. Determine genetic geographic variation in M. antarcticus and determine if there are
sub-species or cryptic species within M. antarcticus.
3. Construct a phylogeny of the genus Hadramphus using mitochondrial and nuclear
genes.
4. Compile additional information on the ecology and behaviour of H. tuberculatus.
5. Analyse gene flow in Hadramphus tuberculatus throughout time, determine the
effective population (Ne) for past and present populations and estimate the survival of
the species.
6. Analyse the potential effectiveness of various methods to preserve current N e or
increase heterozygosity to ensure the survival of the Hadramphus species, such as
captive rearing.
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Chapter 3
A non-destructive extraction method for pinned museum
specimens
3.1 Introduction
With the advent of Sanger sequencing in 1977, the ability to obtain and sequence DNA from
more than just bacteria and viruses increased geometrically (Sanger et al. 1977). Standard
sources of DNA were tissue, blood, feathers, epithelial cells, saliva and hair from living or
very recently dead organisms. As technology advanced in both DNA extraction and
sequencing methods, more sensitive techniques were developed to obtain DNA from a variety
of previously inaccessible sources. One of the most significant advances was the ability to
successfully obtain DNA from old and degraded sources, such as bones, teeth, ancient
permafrost samples, pinned invertebrate samples and old forensic evidence. In 1984, two
studies marked the beginning of the field of ancient DNA (aDNA) studies; Allan Wilson’s
laboratory successfully cloned a piece of DNA from a 140-year old dried quagga muscle
tissue (Higuchi et al. 1984) and Svante Pääbo cloned an Alu repeat from a 2,400-year old
Egyptian mummy (Paabo 1985). These two breakthroughs ushered in a new era.
Museums have become increasingly important to the study of evolution, population dynamics
and molecular ecology (Wandeler et al. 2007). They are a major repository for a variety of
specimens, old research records, and collection notes housed in a single facility that can be
used for a plethora of research (Suarez and Tsutsui 2004). The high degree of care that most
museums take to preserve their specimens makes them ideal resources for taxonomic and
genetic research.
Museums often house thousands of dry, pinned invertebrate specimens that are rare and
valuable pieces of history. For example, in the United States of America, the National
Museum of Natural History houses an entomology collection of 25 million specimens, while
the American Natural History Museum has 16.2 million pinned invertebrates (Suarez and
Tsutsui 2004). Although these insects may be identified morphologically, more in-depth
investigation of their history and evolution is possible by retrieving DNA from them. With
suitable samples, which shed light on populations at the time of collection (often many
generations in the past), changes in population structure over time can be reconstructed and
historical allele frequencies and gene flow measured (Harper 2006). The genetic history
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revealed by museum invertebrates can also provide valuable information for the conservation
of endangered insects by providing data for assessing population viability and historical
ranges, and evidence for past bottlenecks (Goldstein and Desalle 2003).
Although it was known for some time that ancient tissues still contained DNA (Pääbo 1985),
it was not until 1985 that the first small fragments could be cloned from ancient sources
(Higuchi et al. 1984, Paabo 1985). DNA from specimens older than 100 years is generally
considered ancient. The majority of aDNA studies are conducted on vertebrates and plants
with relatively few on invertebrates due to the difficulty of obtaining any remaining DNA.
Although two studies have reported successful aDNA extraction from a weevil (Cano et al.
1993) and a termite (Desalle et al. 1992) over 120 million-years-old, one study has been
nonreplicable (Reiss 2006) and the other shown to be flawed due to contamination with
modern DNA (Gutierrez and Marin 1998). Since these reports, only two studies have reported
aDNA extraction from insects (Chapco and Litzenberger 2004, Thomsen et al. 2009). Chapco
and Litzenberger (2004) obtained DNA from both 100 year old pinned museum specimens
and 400 year old glacial deposits of Melanoplus spretus, the Rocky Mountain grasshopper,
that was once considered a major pest in the 1800’s, USA. To test an extraction method,
Thomsen et al (2009), obtained DNA from pinned beetles dating back to 1820 and were able
to yield Lepidoptera DNA from a sediment sample dating 26,000 BP.
No formal definition of historical DNA (hDNA) has been set. Many studies define it as DNA
obtained from specimens between 50 to 100 years old (e.g. (Groves et al. 2001, Bellinger et
al. 2003, Wandeler et al. 2003, Tracy and Jamieson 2011, Campana et al. 2012). Although the
majority of DNA degradation occurs rapidly within the first 15 years of storage (Dean and
Ballard 2001, Zimmermann et al. 2008), it has been found that the success of DNA isolation
and amplification declines sharply after approximately 50 years, becoming mostly unusable
after approximately 100 years (Watts et al. 2007, Strange et al. 2009). Additionally, the
criteria for working with hDNA are often not as stringent as that for aDNA. For example,
when working with ancient DNA cloning, biochemical preservation, and physically isolated
work area are required for molecular research (Cooper and Poinar 2000); however, these
methods are rarely seen in hDNA studies. As such I will define historical DNA as being from
specimens 15 to <100 years old, and ancient DNA as coming from specimens ≥100 years old.
Despite pinned insects yielding relatively low quantities of nucleic acids relative to other
storage methods (Post et al. 1993, Mandrioli et al. 2006), DNA has been extracted from
pinned invertebrate specimens over 100 years old and new methods for older specimens are
being developed (Hummel 2003, Behura 2006, Harper 2006).
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There are several practical issues involved in working with pinned insects. Often records are
incomplete, missing, or incorrect (Wandeler et al. 2007) making the interpretation of
collection dates or locations difficult and misleading. Incomplete records may lead to
incorrect conclusions about research results. Collectors may also have been biased in
sampling, collecting heavily in only one geographical area during one period of time. For rare
and endangered specimens, there may be very little in museum archives resulting in small
sample sizes. Also, curators, who are employed to preserve and maintain specimens, are often
less inclined to loan samples for genetic studies when traditional DNA extraction methods for
invertebrates involve partial destruction of a specimen. Specimen destruction is particularly
problematic when dealing with rare or endangered species.
In addition to logistical issues when working with pinned specimens, old museum specimens
often present challenges for obtaining DNA. Traditional kill and storage methods used for
invertebrates have an effect on DNA quality (Dillon et al. 1996, Dean and Ballard 2001).
Historically, chemicals, such as ethyl acetate, Carnoy’s solution, methanol and cyanide were
used to kill specimens and long term storage of specimens, whereas more recently freezing,
ethanol and propylene glycol have tended to replace these methods. In a study by Fukatsu
(1999), it was shown that methanol broke down DNA within a couple months, although the
mechanism for this is poorly understood. Other organic solvents may perform poorly with
insects due to an inability to penetrate their hydrophobic exoskeletons and, therefore, are
unable to slow down the process of DNA breakdown from hydrolysis, oxidation and
nonenzymatic methylation (Fukatsu 1999). Several studies have reported that cold ethanol
yields higher quantities of DNA than other more traditional chemicals (Post et al. 1993, Koch
et al. 1998, Reiss 2006). Cyanide and acetone have resulted in high DNA yields after
preservation from two to ten years at room temperature, but the DNA fragment size did
decrease from over 1000 base pair to as low as 200 base pair after 10 years (Fukatsu 1999,
Dean and Ballard 2001).
The overall quantifiable amount of DNA extracted from older samples declines with age
(Watts et al. 2007). The difficulty in amplifying DNA fragments makes contamination from
other DNA sources more likely (Reiss 2006, Axelsson et al. 2008). Postmortem, nucleic acid
becomes unstable, resulting in DNA degradation and fragmentation over time (Axelsson et al.
2008). The small fragments of DNA mean either no amplifiable template or very small pieces
often less than 100 base pairs long. When amplifying a fragment of 100 bp a single nucleotide
difference will have a greater impact on genetic distance and variation than in a large gene
fragment. Such small fragments could lead to incorrect estimation of past species divergences
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or population diversity. Also, one must be careful when basing the amplification of a smaller
fragment on information obtained from larger fragments. If a highly conserved region is
chosen than little to no genetic variation may be present but if a highly polymorphic region is
chosen then genetic substitution rates may be overestimated (Debruyne and Poinar 2009).
The most popular methods of DNA extraction for invertebrates are (1) removal of a leg or (2)
body puncture (Phillips and Simon 1995). Although these methods have proved effective,
they cause morphological damage to rare and valuable specimens. Recently, new methods
have been developed to remove DNA from inside historical specimens without causing any
external damage (Rohland et al. 2004, Gilbert et al. 2007). In this chapter I investigate
whether or not two different techniques for obtaining DNA are effective for pinned insect
specimens, and also whether these methods allow for further DNA to be obtained from the
same specimens in subsequent studies.
Megadromus antarcticus (Chaudoir 1865), a large, endemic carabid beetle from New
Zealand, was chosen as a preliminary species to test the extraction method due to its common
status and widespread range across the Canterbury Plains. Currently, the only known genetic
information on this beetle is from the Banks Peninsula, which suggests that in this area there
is little diversity in the mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase I (COI) gene region for this species
(Cruickshank, pers.com.). Since this beetle is found in urban, agricultural, native bush, and
forested areas it is expected that the gene flow is unrestricted throughout the Canterbury
Plains with the possibility of genetic isolation by distance occurring. The museum specimens
used in this study are from areas in which we were unable to collect fresh specimens and will
fill in geographical gaps in our sampling.
The first technique is based on the method of Gilbert et al. (2007) which involves soaking the
entire insect in a lysis buffer modified from a study by Rohland et al. (2004), in which
different buffers were tested for their efficacy for removing DNA from historical specimens
without causing morphological damage. Before and after the extractions photographs of key
morphological characters were taken to determine whether morphological damage occurred.
The second technique uses the standard removal of a leg from the specimen, which is
subsequently pulverized and then placed in an extraction kit lysis buffer. After verifying the
method by Gilbert at al. (2007) on recently collected beetles, it was tested on pinned museum
specimens of M. antarcticus collected between 1968 and 1994.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Fresh Samples
From February 2008 to March 2009, Megadromus antarcticus were collected throughout or
near the Canterbury Plains: Banks Peninsula, Lincoln, Kowai Bush, Lord’s Bush, Woodstock
Pastoral Lease, Ashley Gorge, and Waikari (Figure 3.1). Using hand capture, all collected
beetles were stored in 100% ethanol in the field and then later pinned and dried. Automontage Pro v5.02.0096 was used to take photographs of five body regions (eye, antenna,
tarsus, abdomen, and mouth) in order to investigate whether any damage was caused by the
DNA extraction method. Light intensity, magnification, and exposure were recorded for each
photograph so that exact replicate pictures could be taken later. After DNA extraction, the
genitalia were removed from five males and five females to determine if damage occurred
internally to the specimens.

3.2.2 Extraction Method
The beetle samples were randomly divided into two groups of ten. The first group of beetles
was soaked overnight in lysis buffer according to the methods of Gilbert et al. (2007). The
lysis buffer consisted of: 3mM CaCl2, 2% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), 40mM
dithiotreitol (DTT), 100mM Tris buffer pH 8, 100mM NaCl and 250µg/mL proteinase K. Due
to the large size of Megadromus antarcticus, a 50 mL Falcon tube was used for the extraction
and 15 mL of lysis buffer was added to each tube. A leg was then removed from each beetle,
pulverized, and placed in lysis buffer overnight. A Qiagen DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Auckland,
catalogue #69504) was used following the steps listed for Purification of Total DNA from
Animal Tissues (Spin-Column Protocol). In the second test group, each of the ten beetles had
a leg removed, pulverized and then placed in the lysis buffer overnight. The whole beetle was
then soaked overnight in lysis buffer. The same methods of extraction and purification were
followed as for the first study group. Photos were taken of the same five body regions
photographed in the before pictures using Automontage-Pro v5.02.0096.
The “DNA barcoding region” of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) was
amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using the primer set: LCO1490 and HCO2198
(656 base pairs) (Folmer et al. 1994). For PCR, 2.5 μl of the DNA extraction was added to the
following: 0.25 mM of dNTPs, 0.02 units of polymerase (i-taq, iNtRON Biotechnologies), 0.2
µM of each primer, 10x PCR buffer to a final concentration of 1x, and deionized water to
bring the total reaction volume to 25 μl. The PCR cycle consisted of one step at 94°C for 3
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min followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 45s, 45 °C for 45s and 72 °C for 1 min 20s, then with a
final step at 72 °C for 5 min.
Every PCR reaction had a negative control with no DNA. All COI PCR products were
checked via electrophoresis in a 1.5% agarose gel stained with SYBR Safe TM DNA Gel Stain
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon) and visualised under UV light. Sequencing for COI was
done in both directions (5'- and 3'-). PCR products were sequenced using 0.8 μM of primer,
Big Dye version 3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, Cheshire, UK) and the following
thermal regime: 96°C for 1 min followed by 25 cycles of 96 °C for 10 s, 50 °C for 5 s and
60°C for 4 minutes. Sequencing products were resolved in an AVANT 3100 (ABI) capillary
sequencer.

3.2.3 Historical samples
Ten samples of Megadromus antarcticus from 1996, 1993, 1986, 1980, 1977 and 1968
(Figure 3.1) (Appendix A for sample information) were borrowed from Lincoln University
Entomological Museum and South Canterbury Museum, Timaru. The specimens were soaked
overnight in the lysis buffer from the previous experiment. Beetles from 1996 and 1993 were
extracted using a QIAmpDNA investigator kit (Qiagen, Auckland, catalogue # 56504)
following all steps for tissue sample. It has been shown that silica extraction is extremely
successful when working with ancient DNA (pers. comm. Michael Knapp, Rohland and
Hofreiter 2007). For the beetles from 1986, 1980, 1977, and 1968, silica extraction was tested
following the methods of Rohland and Hofreiter (2007). In this extraction method, 10mL
binding buffer (5M GuSCN, 25mM NaCl, 50mM Tris pH 8.0) is used to form a salt bridge
between the nucleic acids and the silica. The silica pellet was washed twice in 1mL wash
solution (51.3% EtOH, 125mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA pH 8.0, 10mM Tris pH 8.0). After drying,
the DNA was suspended in 1x TE buffer.
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Figure 3.1. A map of the Canterbury Plains, New Zealand showing the collection sites of
modern M. antarcticus (pink triangle) and museum specimens (yellow parallelograms).

Based on COI sequences for modern M. antarcticus samples, primers were designed from a
conserved region for a 142 base pair fragment (Table 3.1). PCR conditions were optimised
using modern samples. Several taq polymerases were tested to provide the best results
(Appendix A for list of taq polymerases tested).Optimised PCR parameters were as follows:
one step at 94°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 20s, 49 °C for 15s and 68 °C for
40s, then with a final step at 68 °C for 10 min. Five of the original extractions failed to
amplify, therefore, a second aliquot of lysed material for these samples was purified and
amplified.
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Table 3.1. Primers developed in this study for the amplification of a 142bp fragment of COI
from M. antarcticus specimens.
Primer

Sequence (5’ to 3’)

Ma_COI_For

GAT TAG TTC CTT TAA TAT TAG GAG CTM CTG

Ma_COI_Rev

ATA GCT AAD TCA ACA GAT GCT CCT CTA

Sequence chromatograms for COI were analysed in FinchTV v1.4 (Geospiza) and the forward
and reverse sequences were manually aligned in MEGA v5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011) for 27
sequences (20 modern and 7 historical). No insertions, deletions or stop codons were found.

3.2.4 Phylogenetic analysis
Bayesian analysis was performed in Beast v1.7.1 (Drummond et al. 2012) on the full data set.
The optimal partitioning scheme and evolutionary model were estimated with PartitionFinder
(Lanfear et al. 2012) using the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc). Two partitions
were assigned based on codon position: codon position one and three, and codon position two.
The Tamura-Nei with equal base frequencies (TrNef) model (Tamura and Nei 1993) was used
for codon position one and three and the Hasegawa, Kishino, Yano (HKY) model (Hasegawa
et al. 1985) was used for codon position two. The data were analysed under a strict molecular
clock with a coalescent: constant size tree prior. Four independent runs of 30 million
generations were conducted, sampling every 1000th generation. Convergence and effective
sample size of each parameter was assessed in Tracer v 1.5 and samples from the four runs
were pooled using Log Combiner v1.7.1. After discarding the initial 25% as burn-in, a
consensus tree was compiled in TreeAnnotator v1.7.1 (Drummond et al. 2012). The
consensus tree was rooted at the position estimated by the programme Beast and a posterior
probability was assigned to this root. The tree was not rooted with an outgroup and
monophyly was not enforced on the M. antarcticus group. Rooting a tree can be problematic
when outgroup taxa are not well defined and simulated and empirical studies have shown the
rooting with a molecular clock is preferred over rooting with a distant outgroup taxon (Outlaw
and Ricklefs 2011). New Zealand fauna is understudied, largely under represented
genetically, and many taxa have yet to be identified. A suitable outgroup for M. antarcticus is
unknown. Pairwise genetic distances for COI was calculated from the Bayesian maximum
clade credibility tree in PASSaGE 2.0 (Rosenberg and Anderson 2011).
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3.3 Results
A total of 20 Megadromus antarcticus were photographed using Automontage-Pro
v5.02.0096 before and after extraction. No morphological damage appeared to occur during
DNA extraction (Figure 3.2); all morphological features used in taxonomic keys were
carefully examined via microscopy and found to be intact. For the 10 genitalia extractions, no
morphological damage was detected after extraction (Figure 3.3). All beetles were still
identifiable as M. antarcticus using taxonomic keys. PCR products of the correct size were
successfully amplified from all samples using both the ‘whole-body soaked’ and ‘leg
removal’ DNA extraction methods. Both leg and body extractions were sequenced and all
came back as the closest match for carabid DNA when BLAST searched (Johnson et al.
2008).
The primers developed for short fragments were successful and of the polymerases tested, iStar Taq demonstrated the best performance. The samples from 1996, 1993, 1980, and 1977
were all sequenced successfully as M. antarcticus. The sample from 1968 returned a positive
band on the agarose gel but a clean and reliable sequence could not be obtained. The
extraction of a second aliquot for five of the samples was successful for two specimens; the
samples from 1986 failed.
None of the COI sequences included in the phylogenetic analyses showed any length
variation. The 142-bp COI sequences included 23 variable sites (nine parsimony informative).
There were a total of 14 singleton sites. According to the maximum clade credibility tree M.
antarcticus divides into two groups and then the one group splits into a further three well
supported groups (Figure 3.4). These groups had posterior probabilities ranging from 1 to
0.708. Two of the individuals, one from Waikari and one from Prices Valley, split from the
four main groups although the posterior probability supporting this was only 0.582. The
maximum branch length (7.1%) occurred between the Waikari individual and the rest of M.
antarcticus; the individual from Price’s Valley is a unique haplotype and splits from the other
beetles in its clade with a branch length of 4.9% (Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.4. A rooted maximum clade credibility tree for Megadromus antarcticus for the
COI gene. The values above the branches represent the posterior probabilities above 0.50. The
museum samples are denoted with a collection date and a star. Groupings from Table 3.2 are
in parentheses.

Table 3.2. Pairwise COI distances of major haplotype groups 1-6 as designated in Figure 3.4.
The distances are derived from the maximum clade credibility and are corrected for partition
model values.
Group

●1

●2

●3

●4

●5

●1

-

●2

4.9%

-

●3

4.9%

3.9%

-

●4

4.9%

3.9%

1.9%

-

●5

4.9%

3.9%

2.7%

2.7%

-

●6

7.1%

7.1%

7.1%

7.1%

7.1%

●6

-
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3.4 Discussion
Gilbert et al. (2007) showed that, for small beetles, whole body extraction can be an effective
method for obtaining DNA from dry museum specimens without morphological damage. My
study further expands on the whole body extraction method by testing whether or not it is (1)
repeatable if used in conjunction with traditional methods, (2) affects beetle genitalia and key
morphological characters and (3) can be used for larger beetles. DNA was successfully
extracted from modern and museum samples using both extractions methods showing that
doing a whole body extraction, DNA can still be obtained from the specimen, showing this to
be a safe and reliable method for obtaining DNA from old and rare insects.
In this study, the pins were not removed from the insects prior to extraction. Since DNA can
be successfully obtained without removing the pin, this method is more appealing as no repinning (with risk of damage to the specimen) is necessary. For larger beetles more lysis
buffer is required to cover the entire specimen. There was a concern that this would lead to
over-dilution of the remaining DNA making it difficult to obtain positive PCR results. All of
the modern samples worked, but some of the museum specimens failed. This may be due to
little DNA being in the aliquot chosen for extraction. Although great care was taken to
thoroughly mix the 15 mL of lysed material prior to aliquoting it out to 1 mL amounts, it was
found that by purifying from a different aliquot of lysis, positive results can be obtained. For
some individuals, the stored lysate material was extracted and purified six months later with
positive PCR bands still visible on agarose gel. If stored properly, the remaining lysed
material can be kept for future reference.
The failure of the samples from 1986 and 1968 to amplify may be because no DNA was
present in the aliquot tested, as stated above. Alternatively, the method of killing or storing
the samples may have resulted in little or no usable DNA remaining in the sample (Post et al.
1993, Fukatsu 1999). DNA has been successfully obtained from beetles 188 years old using
the whole body extraction method (Thomsen et al. 2009), suggesting that it may not be the
age of the specimens that has caused the PCR amplification to fail in these samples, but
perhaps faster degradation of the DNA from the kill or storage methods. The overall
extraction failure rate for this study was 30%. The samples from 1986 that failed were both
from the same collection site and collecting trip and samples older than these were
successfully amplified and sequenced in this study. The failure of these samples is most likely
not attributable to the actual extraction method. Although the failure rate was at 30%, the
results do not indicate that the method is not worthwhile. Instead, the results confirm the
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previous statements that suggest amplifying old insect DNA is not easy or straightforward and
unforeseen problems may always arise, even in samples that are only 26 years old.
The results of the sequence data are presented in a maximum clade credibility tree (Figure 4)
based on a 142-bp fragment of COI. This section of COI was not highly conserved, with 23
variable sites and 14 singletons. When working with aDNA or hDNA the very small
fragments mean that most data sets have low information content (Ho et al. 2011), which can
lead to a bias in the posterior mean of substitution rates (Debruyne and Poinar 2009).
However, the problem of bias in the posterior mean can be fixed by using an informative prior
on the age of sequences in the Bayesian analysis. Programs, such as Beast (Drummond et al.
2012), allow for such informative priors to be set. For data sets in which it is difficult to
obtain exact ages of specimens, such as with pinned invertebrates in which collection date is
sometimes not available, the substitution rates should be considered less reliable (Ho et al.
2011). The resulting COI tree in this study may have higher than expected substitution rates
due to a highly variable section of COI being chosen, which may be unrepresentative of the
larger fragment.
The historical data provided information about geographic areas that were not sampled in
present time due to time constraints. One of the sampling locations from the historical data
(Arthurs Pass) was checked on two separate occasions for specimens but none were able to be
found. Therefore, using the museum specimens allowed for genetic data from these areas. A
study on the Mohua using historical specimens was able to analyse past haplotype diversity
by having access to areas in which the species is now extinct (Tracy and Jamieson 2011).
Megadromus antarcticus is a generalist, predatory species that is found throughout all of the
Canterbury Plains but has some geographic structure in the COI gene (i.e. Kowai Bush and
Lord’s bush are geographically close to each other and samples from these locations are
grouped together). Adding museum specimens to the analysis provides access to a greater
number of sampling locations to better elucidate the phylogeographic structure of M.
antarcticus. The COI maximum clade credibility also confirmed that the historical haplotypes
are still present within the current populations, as some of the historical sequences were
identical to the some of the recently collected specimens. The genetic data supports that M.
antarcticus is a common species that has most likely not undergone any population declines
with the arrival of humans to New Zealand as many other endemic, flightless invertebrates
have been affected.
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A reliable, repeatable method of extraction for dried museum beetles specimens, which causes
little or no morphological damage, is presented here. This method allows for researchers to
use rare and precious pinned specimens for genetic research without damaging an
irreplaceable specimen. Hopefully, this will help facilitate the establishment of more museum
loans of specimens for use in molecular studies. Furthermore, for larger specimens it yields
surplus lysate that is stable enough to be kept frozen for future reference, perhaps as a part of
a museum collection.
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Chapter 4
The molecular phylogeny of the endemic genus Hadramphus
4.1 Introduction
Conservation of unique flora and fauna has become increasingly important as biodiversity
declines. In recent years, this mass decline has drawn the attention of not just scientists but
also the public, government, and non-governmental organisations (NGOs), thus fuelling the
field of conservation biology. However, there is a societal preference for conservation of
large, attractive, and easily anthropomorphized endangered species (Clark and May 2002).
This makes the conservation of the unfortunate “dull” species a challenge when public policy
often dictates the allocation of funds.
The discipline of phylogenetics offers scientists an opportunity to overcome the species bias
and help promote less aesthetic, but highly endangered, species as both taxonomically and
evolutionarily unique while being charismatic enough to bring in public financial support
(Avise 2008). Although morphology-based taxonomy can help distinguish between species on
a strictly visual basis, identifying cryptic species through DNA differences may reveal
overlooked diversity and speciation (Crozier 1997, Ravaoarimanana et al. 2004, Bickford et
al. 2006). For example, tuatara (Sphenodon), appear to consist of two divergent cryptic
species, leading to an increased need for conservation of various island populations
(Daugherty et al. 1990).
New Zealand has a high diversity of invertebrate species; many of which declined since the
arrival of humans (Winterbourn et al. 2008). A large proportion of New Zealand’s
invertebrates have yet to be described, and even fewer have been analysed genetically.
Evolutionary divergence of insects on islands isolated from neighbouring continents result in
high levels of endemism (Cooper and Millener 1993, Caldecott et al. 1996, Gillespie and
Roderick 2002). As an oceanic island, New Zealand is considered one of the world’s
biodiversity hotspots, with a large proportion of endemic species (da Fonseca et al. 2000). By
offering greater insight into the evolutionary history and taxonomic diversity of invertebrates,
phylogenetics may help to identify and conserve declining species in New Zealand and
protect an international biodiversity hotspot.
Phylogenetic analysis of a genus can identify unique populations, reveal cryptic speciation,
and date species divergence and radiation. Information regarding the genetic history of a
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genus, and how the species in that genus are related, benefits the fields of taxonomy, ecology,
evolution and conservation (Avise 2008). By adding genetic data to morphological
descriptions, more information is revealed regarding how closely related each species is to the
others in its genus. Phenotypically, species may look like the others in their genus but
genetically, they can be highly different (Avise 2008). Correct identification of a species is
fundamental for its conservation (Crozier 1997). Populations of one species may be
genetically similar across a geographic area or individual populations may be highly deviated
and require more intensive conservation to preserve their genetic diversity.
Phylogeny plays an important role in conservation by helping to define taxonomic units,
understand population relatedness, and infer genetic diversity (Crozier 1997). Conservation
relies on species as a fundamental unit in regards to preservation of particular species or
species diversity in general as an indicator of biodiversity hotspots. Using phylogeny,
reproductively isolated groups of can be identified and conservation management decisions
may be based on reproductive demographics. Small, isolated populations may need more
intensive management or may not be worth spending the limited conservation funds to rescue.
One of the goals of conservation is to conserve species that are evolutionarily unique and
phylogeny helps determine these groups.
Species are often defined by a set of morphological characteristics that may not take into
consideration evolutionary history (Avise and Wollenberg 1997). At times the morphological
characteristics are ambiguous and hard to determine. For example, the endangered robust
grasshopper, Brachaspis robustus, which is restricted to the Mackenzie Basin, was conserved
as a separate species from B. nivalis on the South Island. Phylogenetic research concluded
that B. robustus and B. nivalis were the same species with low genetic difference between the
two and the morphological characteristics were inconsistent as they were not present in all
individuals (Trewick 2001).
Establishing a DNA-based framework for taxonomy and evolutionary studies of a genus or
species can help distinguish species-level entities. Previously established phylogenies based
on strictly morphological characteristics have been found, at times, to be based on unclear
synapomorphies. Antarctic fish taxonomy at the family and subfamily level was originally
based on strictly morphological characteristics which grouped several fish into the family
Nototheniidae. A study using mitochondrial and nuclear genes to build a phylogeny for
notothenioids found many discrepancies between the morphological and molecular based
phylogenetic trees (Bargelloni et al. 2000). Researchers found that a species in the family
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Nototheniidae actually diverged much earlier than all the other species and is a sister group to
the other notothenioids. Phenotypic characteristics can vary within a single species and this
can be misleading when building phylogenies based on features such as colour and size. The
New Zealand endemic widow spider was previously separated into two distinct species,
Latrodectus katipo and L. atritus, based on colour morph. Molecular methods determined that
the widow spider is a single species, L. katipo, and that the colour variation correlated with
mean annual temperature (Vink et al. 2008). The katipo spider is considered endangered by
the New Zealand Department of Conservation (DoC); the synonymising of the two widow
spider species provides DoC with clearer guidelines for conservation management.
Hadramphus is an endemic genus of weevils (Coleoptera: Curculionidae) in the tribe Molytini
that consists of four species: H. tuberculatus, H. spinipennis, H. stilbocarpae, and H.
pittospori. These weevils are some of the largest in the world, for this tribe, and are
characterized by rounded tubercles on their backs (Craw 1999). They are host- specific with a
preference for plants in the family Apiaceae. The weevils are reliant on the plant for food and
protection and adults are often found feeding on the leaves and flower heads of the plants as
well as both adults and larvae on their root systems.
The Canterbury knobbled weevil, H. tuberculatus, is perhaps the rarest species in the genus,
consisting of only one known population. Last sighted in the 1922, it was presumed extinct by
the late 1990s and listed as extinct on the IUCN redlist. However, in 2004 it was rediscovered
at Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve, Mackenzie County (Young et al. 2008). H. tuberculatus is the
only species in the genus to be found in subalpine grasslands rather than coastal habitats.
Based on evidence from Holocene fossils, museum records, and more recently pitfall trapping
and hand searches in suitable habit, it was once distributed throughout the Canterbury Plains
and surrounding hills but is now confined to only one region (Kuschel and Worthy 1996). The
host-plants for H. tuberculatus were historically thought to be Aciphylla subflabellata and A.
glaucescens, but currently it is found feeding on A. aurea (Craw 1999). However, no
documentation exists to support A. subflabellata and A. glaucescens as the host-plant and the
information was mostly gleaned from the fact that the two species were abundant in
Christchurch a century ago (Young et al. 2008).
Found in the Chatham Islands, H. spinipennis is currently confined to Rangatira (South East)
Island, Mangere Island, and Little Mangere Island, however, museum records show that it was
once present on Pitt Island as well (Craw 1999). It is a coastal species, and is often found on
rocky coastal cliffs on its host-plant Aciphylla dieffenbachii. Due to its range restriction and
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loss of populations in the past, H. spinipennis is considered endangered. However, extensive
studies on ecology and population dynamics done by Schöps et al. (1998) suggest that the
remaining populations are healthy.
Hadramphus stilbocarpae was once widespread on several islands in Fiordland, and also in
the sub-Antarctic, but has undergone population declines, due mainly to the introduction of
rats. It is currently found on Resolution Island, Puysegur Point, Bird Island, The Snares
(North East Island and Broughton Island) (Craw 1999) and a small population was
translocated to Breaksea Island in 1991 (Thomas et al. 1992). Population declines and the
continual threat from rats have led to this species being classified as endangered. H.
stilbocarpae is coastal and found on the host-plants Anisotome lyalli and Stilbocarpa robusta.
Recently discovered in 1981, H. pittospori is endemic to the Poor Knights Islands (Craw
1999). The protected status of the island groups means that the weevil was automatically
classified as a protected species. It is often found in coastal lowlands on its host plant,
Pittosporum crassifolium. Hadramphus pittospori was originally placed in its own genus,
Karocolens by Kuschel (1987). Kuschel noted that H. pittospori was closely related to the
genus Hadramphus but key morphological differences, such as prothorax and elytra shape,
and differing host-plant family, Pittosporacea instead of Apiaceae or Araliaceae placed the
weevil in its own genus. Craw (1999) synonymised the genus Karocolens with Hadramphus.
The ecology and behaviour of H. spinipennis (Emberson et al. 1996, Schöps 1998, Schöps et
al. 1999, Schöps 2002, Emberson 2006), H. stilbocarpae (Meads 1990, Thomas et al. 1992),
and H. pittospori (Bennett 1987, May 1987) have been studied over the years although no
ecological studies have been conducted on H. tuberculatus due to its presumed ‘extinct’
status. Craw (1999) redescribed each species in the genus based on historical records,
museum collection records, and morphology. He built a phylogenetic tree of the Molytini
tribe based on morphological synapomorphies. Little genetic work has been conducted on this
genus and no thorough DNA study has been conducted. Goldberg and Trewick (2011)
performed a phylogenetic analysis using mitochondrial data of several invertebrate species
found on the mainland and Chatham Islands. In their study, H. spinipennis, H. tuberculatus,
and H. stilbocarpae were included in the phylogenetic analyses, which found the genus to be
monophyletic but lacking in diversity. Schöps (2000) performed an AFLP analysis on a few
individuals of H. spinipennis from Mangere and Rangatira Islands and found some
differences between the two populations.
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In this study, I construct the relationships within the genus Hadramphus using mitochondrial
and nuclear genes. A member of its sister genus, Lyperobius huttoni, is used as an outgroup
based on its positioning in the morphological phylogenetic tree constructed by Craw (1999).
The outcome of this study will assist in the conservation of this endangered genus and help to
identify genetically distinct populations. I will use the phylogenetic information to measure
haplotype diversity within the genus Hadramphus and to test if H. pittospori correctly belongs
to the genus Hadramphus.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Specimen collection
Weevils were collected by pitfall trapping and visual searches of the host-plants. For each
Hadramphus tuberculatus, H. spinipennis, and H. stilbocarpae that was found, a tarsal clip
was collected from the middle leg using ethanol cleaned scissors. The weevil was then
returned to the host-plant it was found on, or in the case of pitfall trapping, to the nearest hostplant. Tarsal clips were stored in 100% ethanol at -20°C until DNA extraction. For
Hadramphus pittospori, a single tarsal clip was collected from Poor Knights Island and stored
in ethanol. DNA was collected using the whole body extraction method (chapter 3).
Seventy Hadramphus tuberculatus tarsal clips were collected from Burkes Pass Scenic
Reserve between October and February in 2007, 2009, 2010, and 2011. Fifteen H. spinipennis
tarsal clips were collected from Rangatira (South East) Island from 14-19 February 2010 and
15 from Mangere Island from 17-23 February 2011. Two H. stilbocarpae tarsal clips were
collected from Breaksea Island from 19-25 January 2010.

4.2.2 DNA extraction, amplification, and sequencing
Each tarsal clip was cut into several pieces using a sterile scalpel blade and then transferred to
a sterile 1.7mL microcentrifuge tube. A Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Auckland,
catalogue # 69504) was used for DNA extraction following the manufacturer’s spin-column
protocol for animal tissues. Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) and internal transcribe
spacer 2 (ITS2) were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). For PCR, 2.5 μl of the
DNA extraction was added to the following: 0.25 mM of dNTPs, 0.02 unit/μl of polymerase
(i-taq, iNtRON Biotechnologies), 0.2 µM of each primer, 10x PCR buffer to a final
concentration of 1x,and deionized water to bring the total reaction volume to 25 μl. The
reaction mixture concentrations were the same for COI and ITS2.
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COI was amplified using the primer set: LCO1490 and HCO2198 (656 base pairs) (Folmer et
al. 1994). The PCR cycle consisted of one step at 94°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of
94°C for 45s, 45 °C for 45s and 72 °C for 1 min 20s, then with a final step at 72 °C for 5
minutes. Positive results for Hadramphus pittospori could not be obtained from the primers
LCO and HCO, so a smaller fragment of COI was amplified using MLepF1 and LepR1 (426
base pairs) (Hajibabaei et al. 2006). The same PCR mixture and cycle were used for this
primer set.
For a subset of individuals, ITS2 was amplified using the primers ITS3 and ITS4 (White et al.
1990). The PCR cycle consisted of one step at 94°C for 3 min followed by 25 cycles of 94°C
for 30s, 60°C for 30s and 72°C for 45s, then with a final step at 72°C for 10 min. PCR
products and a 1kb ladder were visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel stained with SYBR Safe TM
DNA Gel Stain (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon). The upper bright band on the gel was
aligned to the correct position of approximately 1000 base pairs so it was removed from the
gel and cleaned using Ultrasep (Omega). The excised band was sequenced in both directions
(5’ and 3’). PCR products were sequenced using 0.8 μM of primer, Big Dye version 3.1
(Applied Biosystems, Warrington, Cheshire, UK) and the following thermal regime: 96°C for
1 min followed by 25 cycles of 96 °C for 10 s, 50 °C for 5 s and 60°C for 4 minutes. Sequence
products were resolved in an AVANT 3100 (ABI) capillary sequencer. The results were
BLAST (Johnson et al. 2008) searched to confirm that they were ITS2 sequences for
Curculionidae.
Due to the difficulty in amplifying a large fragment of ITS2 from the original primer set, a
new genus specific primer set for partial ITS2 (450 base pairs), Had ITS2 For and Had ITS2
Rev, was created for Hadramphus (Table 4.1). Primers were chosen from highly conserved
regions of the ITS2 alignment and had to match the following criteria: 40-60% GC richness,
18-30 base pairs long, no T at the 3’ end, no more than 5°C difference in annealing
temperature of the reverse and forward primers, no run of 3 or more G’s or C’s at the 3’ end,
and minimal self-dimers and hairpins. These conditions were tested for using OligoAnalyzer
3.1 provided by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc. For these genus-specific primers the PCR
mixture and cycle were the same as those for ITS3 and ITS4, except that the annealing
temperature was decreased to 54°C. Every PCR reaction had a negative control with no DNA.
Sequencing for was done in both directions (5'- and 3'-).
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Table 4.1. Primers developed to amplify a region of the ITS2 gene in Hadramphus and
Lyperobius.
Primer Name
Had ITS2 For
Had ITS2 Rev

Primer Sequence 5’ to 3’
ATT CTG TTC CCG GAC CAC TCC TGG CTG A
GCG CGC ACC GTT ACR ATC KGA CGY C

4.2.3 Phylogenetic analysis
Chromatograms for 114 COI sequences and 69 ITS2 sequences were analysed in FinchTV 1.4
(Geospiza) and manually aligned in MEGA 5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011). Both genes were easy
to align manually. COI had no stop codons or indels and the indels in ITS2 were easily
accommodated with gaps. Since only a 426 base pair fragment of COI could be amplified for
Hadramphus pittospori, all sequences were trimmed to this length for phylogenetic analysis
of COI. Within ITS2 a variable TA repeat (5-13 repeat units) was found in the middle of the
sequences for Hadramphus. The microsatellite was removed for the phylogenetic analyses.
Phylogenetic analysis was performed on the COI and ITS2 data using a multilocus coalescent
approach for species tree inference in *BEAST (Heled and Drummond 2010) as implemented
in BEAST 1.7.2 (Drummond et al. 2012). For *BEAST, individuals are assigned to taxa as
traits prior to the analysis. No ITS2 sequence could be obtained for Hadramphus pittospori so
for the purpose of the *BEAST run H. pittospori was represented by a series of question
marks for ITS2 making a total of 70 ITS2 sequences analysed. The number of COI sequences
was reduced to 70 to match the number of ITS2 sequences available for analysis. The best
partitioning scheme and evolutionary model were found with PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al.
2012) using the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc). For COI, three partitions
were assigned based on codon position. The Tamura-Nei model (Tamura and Nei 1993) with
invariable sites (TrN+I), was used for codon position one, the Hasegawa, Kishino, Yano
model (Hasegawa et al. 1985) with invariable sites (HKY+I) was used for codon position two,
and the TrN model was used for codon position three. ITS2 was analysed using the more
complex Generalised Time Reversible model with invariable sites and gamma distributed
rates for variable sites (GTR+I+G).
A molecular clock was tested for in both COI and ITS2 under three different clock models:
uncorrelated lognormal, random local and strict. In COI, for the uncorrelated lognormal clock,
the mean value of the ucld.stdev parameter for 24,000 samples trees (after removal of the first
20% as burn-in) was 0.943 (ESS=200.987) which is slightly less than 1 (the threshold for
statistical rejection of the hypothesis of a strict molecular clock), and the posterior frequency
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distribution was centred on 0.90. For both COI and ITS2, under the random clock all
parameters for the ESS value did not reach about 200 after increasing the generations to 120
million, therefore, the random clock was not chosen for the analysis. Since the ucld.stdev was
borderline to 1, the COI data were analysed under the assumption of a strict molecular clock
and repeated with an uncorrelated lognormal clock, both with a fixed mean substitution rate of
0.0115 substitutions per lineage per million years (Brower 1994). The substitution rates for
COI in Coleoptera reported by Pons et al. (2010) were also tested; however, the run never
reached convergence and was, therefore, not included in this analysis. The ITS2 data were
analysed under the assumption of a lognormal relaxed molecular clock. The speciation tree
was analysed with a Yule process tree prior. The default of a hierarchical prior for effective
population size was assumed as described by Heled and Drummond (2010). Four independent
runs of 80 million generations were conducted, sampling every 2500 th generation.
Convergence and effective sample size of each parameter were assessed in Tracer 1.5 and
samples from the four runs were pooled using Log Combiner 1.7.2. After discarding the
initial 25% as burn-in, a maximum clade credibility tree was compiled in TreeAnnotator 1.7.2
(Drummond et al. 2012).
Several other amalgamations of the COI and ITS2 datasets were run in *BEAST and BEAST
to determine if sampling or setting a species trait had a significant influence on the individual
gene trees or species tree. All analyses were run with the same substitution models,
partitioning schemes, and clock models as used in the *BEAST run described above. For each
analysis, four independent runs of 80 million generations were conducted, sampling every
2500th generation. The following *BEAST variations were analysed:
1) Lyperobius huttoni was enforced as the outgroup to determine if the ingroup structure was
influenced by enforcing an outgroup,
2) The sequence dataset was reduced to singletons to determine if the differences in the
number of individuals for each species would influence the results. Singletons were chosen at
random for each species.
3) Hadramphus pittospori was removed from the dataset; since no ITS2 sequence was
obtained for this species, this may be influencing the results.
4) The morphological characteristics from the taxonomic key were set as a trait prior on the
full dataset.
The following BEAST variations were analysed:
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1) COI and ITS2 datasets were analysed separately under a coalescent (constant size) tree
prior with and without L. huttoni enforced as the outgroup.
2) COI and ITS2 datasets were analysed separately under a Yule tree prior with and without
L. huttoni enforced as the outgroup.

4.3 Results
In total, 114 COI sequences of 426 base pairs were obtained; (one for Hadramphus pittospori,
30 for H. spinipennis, two for H. stilbocarpae, 70 for H. tuberculatus and ten for Lyperobius
huttoni). The COI dataset contained 149 variable and 93 parsimony informative sites. For
ITS2, 69 sequences of 432 base pairs (after the removal of the AT repeat) were obtained. The
ITS2 dataset contained 49 variable and 37 parsimony informative sites; eight indels were
present in the ITS2 dataset. For phylogenetic analysis, gaps were treated as missing and given
equal marginal probability for each of the four nucleotides.
For both genes, examination of the log-likelihoods in Tracer1.5 indicated that the MCMC
chains reached convergence. The uncorrelated lognormal clock and strict clock runs resulted
in identical topologies and branch lengths for the gene and species trees. The results from the
strict clock are presented here as the ESS value for species.likelihood and
species.yule.birthrate never reached above 200 (ESS= 136.964 and 195.316 respectively) for
the uncorrelated lognormal clock. The *BEAST analyses placed the root of both gene trees
and the species tree between H. pittospori and the rest of the taxa (Figures 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3).
The COI gene tree splits into five major clades which match the species tree (Figures 4.1 and
4.3). The ITS2 is consistent with the COI tree, although there is less structure and diversity
between the clades. The posterior probabilities for the monophyly of all five species are high
(1.00) in the all trees. The posterior probabilities for relationships between the species are also
high (1.00) except for the sister-group relationship of H. tuberculatus and H. stilbocarpae,
which has a posterior probability of 0.82 in the COI and species trees and 0.84 in the ITS2
tree.
Gene-tree divergences times for COI were estimated using the standard invertebrate
mitochondrial rate of 0.0115 substitutions per lineage per million years (Brower 1994).
Divergence times were not estimated for ITS2 as no rate was available for this gene. Under
the assumption of a strict clock the mean estimate for a common ancestor between H.
pittospori and L. huttoni was 304,200 years and between H. pittospori and the rest of
Hadramphus the last common ancestor was 357,000 years (Figure 4.1 and Table 4.2). H.
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spinipennis diverged from H. tuberculatus and H. stilbocarpae 53,300 years ago. The node
ages were different under the uncorrelated lognormal clock at the common ancestor of H.
pittospori and L. huttoni (194,300 years) and at the time estimate for the divergence of H.
spinipennis (13,100 years) (Table 4.2). The other time estimates were similar to those of the
strict molecular clock (Table 4.2).
For the tests performed in *BEAST and BEAST, most returned highly similar results to the
*BEAST run on the full dataset. Reducing the dataset to singletons and removing H.
pittospori from the dataset resulted in the same gene tree and species tree topologies as the
full dataset. Enforcing L. huttoni as the outgroup in the *BEAST analysis still placed H.
pittospori as highly separate from the other species in Hadramphus and the relationships
among the other three species remained the same as in the other runs. In the BEAST run, COI
and ITS2 there was no difference between the coalescent and Yule tree priors and results
matched the *BEAST tree for the full dataset indicating the results are not driven by the
choice of prior. The addition of the morphological characteristics to the traits for the *BEAST
run resulted in the same trees suggesting that the genetic signature is stronger than the
morphological signature. The only noticeable difference was when L. huttoni was enforced as
the outgroup in the BEAST run H. spinipennis was sister to H. stilbocarpae in the COI gene
tree. With the enforced outgroup H. pittospori still remained highly divergent from the other
species in Hadramphus. The trees presented in this study are without the enforced outgroup of
L. huttoni since I wanted to test the hypothesis that H. pittospori may belong to its own genus.
Enforcing monophyly when there is uncertainty is not recommended (Heled and Drummond
2010). Also, *BEAST will sample the root position along with the other nodes in the tree and
a posterior probability is presented for the root position (Heled and Drummond 2010).
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Table 4.2. Mean divergence times in thousands of years and 95% confidence intervals for the
assumptions of a strict and uncorrelated lognormal molecular clocks in the COI maximum
clade credibility tree. Dates were estimated in *BEAST using a strict molecular clock with
fixed mean rate of 0.0115 substitutions per site per million years.
Group

Molecular Clock

Strict Clock

Un-correlated
Lognormal Clock

Divergence
Times

pittospori

spinipennis/
stilbocarpae &
tuberculatus

stilbocarpae/
tuberculatus

Mean

304,200

53,300

41,200

95% confidence
interval

138,700988,400

24,200170,000

16,200130,400

Mean

194,300

60,600

42,200

95% confidence
interval

03.6my

8,8001.0my

0163,200
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304,200 years BP

53,300 years BP

41,200 years BP

Figure 4.1. COI maximum clade credibility tree. The branch length scale bar is in
substitutions per site and posterior probabilities above 0.8 are shown. Strict molecular clock
mean dates are shown in years.
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Figure 4.2. ITS2 maximum clade credibility tree. The branch length scale bar is in
substitutions per site and posterior probabilities above 0.8 are shown.
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Figure 4.3. Species tree of Hadramphus and L. huttoni built in *BEAST 1.7.2. The branch
length scale bar is in substitutions per site and posterior probabilities above 0.8 are shown.
Pictures of weevils are from Craw (1999).

4.4 Discussion
In this chapter, I provide a phylogenetic analysis of the genus Hadramphus using a multilocus
multispecies coalescent approach. The advantage to using the multilocus coalescent method to
construct species trees is that it takes into account different lineage sorting across markers
(Heled and Drummond 2010). A study by Melo-Ferreira et al. (2012) found significant
discordance among gene trees when building a phylogeny of hares (Lepus spp.) and resolved
the problem using the multilocus coalescent framework allowing for a more accurate species
tree. This approach was applied in this study to take advantage of the multiple individuals
sequenced for each species for both the mitochondrial and nuclear loci. The divergence times
in the COI tree suggest that Hadramphus sensu stricto is a relatively recent lineage and the
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multilocus multispecies coalescent approach can provide more accuracy in the phylogenetic
analysis if incomplete lineage sorting is occurring.
The taxonomic tree based on morphological characters presented by Craw (1999) placed all
four Hadramphus species into a well-supported clade. Lyperobius huttoni was the closest
related species from the sister genus. The genetic data does not fully support the
morphological character tree. H. pittospori branched off early from all the other species
including the putative outgroup. Originally H. pittospori was placed into its own genus,
Karocolens (Kuschel 1987) , until it was incorporated into Hadramphus in 1999 (Craw 1999).
The genetic phylogeny suggests that H. pittospori may not be part of the genus Hadramphus.
To help demonstrate conclusively if H. pittospori does not belong to Hadramphus, sequences
from other Lyperobius species should be included in the data. Depending on which
morphological characters are chosen for phylogenetic analysis, the traits may be biased
depending on if the characters of interest are chosen to be included or removed from the data
(Queiroz 1996). In Craw (1999) he states there are some unique characters remaining that
separate H. pittospori from other Hadramphus species, such as the prothorax being as, or
nearly as, long as wide and diverging into a straight line. The remaining characters separating
H. pittospori may be more important to the evolutionary history of the species and should be
analysed in more detail. Placing H. pittospori into a genus of its own may not negatively
affect the conservation status of the species as at the moment the Poor Knights Islands are
protected, therefore protecting the habitat of the species.
The phylogenetic relationship between H. tuberculatus, H. spinipennis and H. stilbocarpae in
the genetic trees differs from that of the morphology based tree in which H. spinipennis and
H. stilbocarpae were considered sister taxa. Morphological characteristics, such as low,
median rostral carina and a distinctive tubercle on interval 3 of the elytra declivity (Craw
1999), placed H. spinipennis and H. stilbocarpae as sister species. Goldberg and Trewick
(2011) reported H. spinipennis and H. tuberculatus to be sister taxa based on the results of
their COI Bayesian tree. In my study, H. tuberculatus is shown to be sister taxa to H.
stilbocarpae; however, the relationship is only supported by a posterior probability of 0.82. A
difference in phylogenetic trees inferred from morphological and molecular data has been
reported for other species in New Zealand. The beetle genus Prodontria showed marked
differences in the molecular and morphological phylogenetic trees (Emerson and Wallis
1995). In particular the sister-species relationship of the group P. modesta and P. lewisi to P.
capito was unsupported. Similarly, the molecular phylogeny of Hadramphus disagrees with
the morphological tree in regards to sister-species.
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Little variation is present between H. spinipennis, H. tuberculatus and H. stilbocarpae as is
represented in the genetic trees. Goldberg and Trewick (2011) found similar results for these
three species in their study. Hadramphus pittospori splits from all the species in the ITS2 tree,
although this value is likely overestimated as the ITS2 sequence was not collected for the
analysis).
The divergence times in for COI suggest that Hadramphus is a relatively recent genus that
radiated during the Pleistocene. Although the Pleistocene was marked by glacial cycles that
may have caused range reductions, in New Zealand some species have been shown to have
undergone range expansions during this period. The cicada, Maoricicada cambelli, split into
two major lineages during the early Pleistocene and underwent a range expansion in the late
Pleistocene (Hill et al. 2009). It has been hypothesised that these two major clades are
divergent enough to be in the early stages of speciation. In the genus Hadramphus, the
common ancestor of H. spinipennis, H. tuberculatus and H. stilbocarpae was rather recent
(53,300 years ago), which may indicate that these species were isolated during the glaciation
and began to diverge into separate species at that time. The 95% confidence interval for the
date of divergence for the genus provides a relatively broad range for the age of the genus.
For more precise dating, the inclusion of geological changes into the analysis may reduce the
95% confidence interval; however, precise dates for some of the geological events on the
Canterbury Plains which would affect H. tuberculatus are difficult to ascertain.
The study presented in this chapter provides clarification on the taxonomic groupings in the
genus Hadramphus. The phylogeny provides an indication of evolutionary relationships that
were not predicted based on morphology alone. The four species in Hadramphus range from
protected to critically endangered and are all managed by the Department of Conservation. By
combining the evolutionary history of species with their taxonomy rather than relying on
morphology alone, more educated decisions can be made regarding their conservation status.
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Chapter 5
Phylogeography of Megadromus antarcticus, a newly diverged
endemic species
5.1 Introduction
Phylogeography links patterns of genetic variation to biogeographical history (Avise 2000).
Past events, such as mountain building, glaciation, and volcanism, may help explain current
species distributions. Despite different geographic patterns and geological histories, it has
been shown in both North America and Europe that past geological events explain current
species distributions (Anducho-Reyes et al. 2008). In Europe, there are several examples of
invertebrate distributions and genetic patterns that are the result of contraction and expansion
during the Pleistocene glaciation (Horn et al. 2006, Habel et al. 2010, Habel et al. 2011).
Phylogeography can also answer questions regarding the extent to which vicariance and
dispersal have influenced the current geographic arrangement of species.
New Zealand has experienced many geological changes since the late Pliocene, including the
rise of the Southern Alps and Pleistocene glaciations. Phylogeographic studies of plants and
animals in New Zealand have identified recent dispersal initiated by the rise of the Southern
Alps in the late Pliocene (Wallis and Trewick 2009). For example, the widespread cicada,
Maoricicada campbelli (Hemiptera: Cicadidae), had a single large connected population that
was separated into isolated northern and southern populations during the geological and
climatic changes of the late Pliocene. During the mid-Pleistocene glaciation period, the
northern population began to move south and eventually became sympatric with the southern
population (Buckley et al. 2001). Similar patterns of species distributions affected by Pliocene
mountain rising can be found in many other taxa in New Zealand, such as the New Zealand
wolf spider (Anoteropsis spp.) (Vink and Paterson 2003), the speckled skink (Oligosoma
infrapunctatum) (Greaves et al. 2008), longjaw galaxids (Galaxias prognathous and G.
cobitinus) (Waters and Craw 2008), and cicada (Kikihia subalpine) (Marshall et al. 2009).
The Pleistocene epoch was approximately 2.6 million - 12,000 BP and was marked by
repeated glacial cycles on a global scale. Glacial cycles in the late Pleistocene defined much
of the current biogeography in North America and Europe and directly affected the
distribution of flora and fauna (Clarke et al. 2001). Contrastingly, this signal is not seen as
often in New Zealand taxa as it was less affected by ice sheets and may have had many areas
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of refugia (Wallis and Trewick 2009), although there are New Zealand species whose current
distribution is a result of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) during the Pleistocene (e.g.
(Trewick 2001, Neiman and Lively 2004, Buckley et al. 2010)). For example, Buckley et al.
(2010) found that the common stick insect, Clitarchus hookeri, was most likely confined to a
few isolated coastal refuges during the LGM.
The Canterbury Plains on the South Island are one of the regions in New Zealand most
affected by geological and climatic changes during the Pliocene and Pleistocene. The bedrock
of the Canterbury Plains was largely built by fault lines and mountain building with the
landscape also having been highly modified by denudation (Winterbourn et al. 2009). The
pattern of glacial ice during the Pleistocene was often fragmented with ice sheets present in
the main valleys but not in the tributary valleys. Therefore, drainage from the tributary valleys
was disrupted and created alternative channels, often shifting in regards to which river they
drained into (Winterbourn et al. 2009). The Ashburton Valleys were prone to these events
(Soons 1964). The various channels created to remove glacial melt and sediment created the
current alluvial fans seen on the Canterbury Plains today. Iterative glaciation during the
Pleistocene led to build-up of a series of different aged gravels and a spread of the Canterbury
Plains seawards (Suggate 1990). The relatively young landscape of the Canterbury Plains is
considered rather depauperate in biodiversity (Connor 2002).
The genus Megadromus Motschulsky, 1866 (Carabidae:Pterostichinii) consists of 25 valid
species plus a number yet to be described (Larochelle and Lariviere 2001) ranging from
common to threatened conservation status (Johns 2005). On the Canterbury Plains there are
currently nine valid species of Megadromus with the possibility of about 12 undescribed
species (Larochelle and Lariviere 2001). Whereas some species are widespread throughout
the Canterbury Plains and more generalist in habitat preference, others rely on more
specialized habitat and are often restricted to certain locations. As more studies are conducted
on Megadromus species, recent discoveries of slight morphological differences between
individuals of the same species from different areas, and the recognition of very distinct
localized populations, has raised the question of whether subspecies or cryptic species exist
within this genus (Johns 2005).
Megadromus antarcticus (Chaudoir 1865) , the dull green ‘Alexander beetle’, is a widespread,
abundant, generalist, predatory species often found in remnant bush but which is also tolerant
of urban and agricultural areas (Johns 2005). M. antarcticus is found throughout most of the
Canterbury Plains, with a northern limit to its distribution in the Waikari area, to the coast in
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the east, including Banks Peninsula, as far south as Cave in South Canterbury, and to the
foothills of the Southern Alps in the western Canterbury Plains. In 2007-2008, a preliminary
study conducted by He et al. (unpublished, 2010) on distribution and abundance of the
carabids of Ahuriri Bush, Port Hills, and Canterbury suggested that the only significant
environmental factor influencing the distribution of M. antarcticus was the amount of canopy
cover found in forest remnants. The beetle was abundant in open areas and at the edges of the
reserve compared with the heavily forested centre.
At the most southern end of the range of M. antarcticus, a larger carabid is found that is
morphologically similar to M. antarcticus except for its larger body size (standard body size=
25-28mm). The difference in size and the relative isolation of the area in which this large
beetle is found (Cave, South Canterbury) has led to uncertainty about its taxonomic status. It
has been given the tag name Megadromus crassalis, until studies can be conducted to
determine its species status.
I sampled M. antarcticus from throughout its range on the Canterbury Plains and sequenced
both mitochondrial and nuclear DNA to reconstruct its recent history. I aimed to determine if
M. antarcticus is a genetically panmictic population due to its generalist ecology or if there is
a geographic pattern to its current genetic distribution due to past geological events in New
Zealand. To test this I applied a Bayesian model and molecular clock to these data to date the
time of divergence in M. antarcticus to determine if the divergence times coincided with
particular geological events such as the rise of the Southern Alps during the Pliocene or the
glacial cycles during the Pleistocene. I also examined whether Megadromus crassalis should
be considered a distinct new species, or an isolated population of M. antarcticus.

5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Specimen collection
Forty one specimens of Megadromus antarcticus were collected from throughout the
Canterbury Plains (Figure 5.1) between 2006 and 2008. Specimens were either pinned and
dried or stored in ethanol at -20°C until DNA extraction.

5.2.2 DNA extraction and Amplification
Genomic DNA was extracted from either a crushed leg or whole body extraction (as
described in chapter 3) using the Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kit (Auckland, catalogue #
69504) following the manufacturer’s spin-column protocol for animal tissue.
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Cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) and internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2) of the nuclear
ribosomal intron were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). 2.5 μl of the DNA
extract was added to 0.25 mM of dNTPs, 0.02 unit/μl of polymerase, .02 µM of each primer,
10x PCR buffer used at a final concentration of 1x (i-taq, iNtRON Biotechnologies) and
enough deionized water to bring the total reaction volume to 25 μl. The reaction mixture
concentrations were the same for COI and ITS2.
COI was amplified using the primer set: LCO1490 and HCO2198 (656 base pairs) (Folmer et
al. 1994). The PCR cycle consisted of one step at 94°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of
94°C for 45s, 45 °C for 45s and 72 °C for 1 min 20s, then with a final step at 72 °C for 5
minutes.
For a subset of individuals, ITS2 was amplified using the primer set: ITS3 and ITS4 (White et
al. 1990). The PCR cycle consisted of one step at 94OC for 3 min followed by 25 cycles of
94°C for 30s, 60 °C for 30s and 72°C for 45s, then with a final step at 72 °C for 10 minutes.
PCR products and 1 kb ladder were visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel stained with SYBR Safe
DNA Gel Stain (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon). The upper bright band on the gel was
aligned to the correct position of approximately 1kb, removed from the gel and cleaned using
the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research, Orange, CA, catalogue # D4001).
The excised band was sequenced in both directions (5’ and 3’). PCR products were sequenced
using 0.8 μM of primer, Big Dye version 3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Warrington, Cheshire,
UK) and the following thermal regime: 96°C for 1 min followed by 25 cycles of 96 °C for 10
s, 50 °C for 5 s and 60°C for 4 min. Sequence products were resolved in an AVANT 3100
(ABI) capillary sequencer. The results were BLAST (Johnson et al. 2008) searched to confirm
their identity as ITS2 sequences.
Due to the difficulty in amplifying a large fragment of ITS2 using the original primer set, a
new genus-specific primer set for part of the ITS2 gene (556 base pairs), Mega ITSII For and
Mega ITSII Rev, was designed for Megadromus (Table 5.1). For these genus-specific primers
the PCR mixture concentration and PCR parameters were the same as those used for the ITS3
and ITS4 primer set, except that the annealing temperature was increased to 67°C.
Every PCR reaction had a negative control with no DNA. All COI and ITS2 PCR products
were checked via electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel stained with SYBR Safe DNA Gel Stain
(Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon) and visualized under UV light. Sequencing for COI and
ITS2 was done in both directions (5'- and 3'-).
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Table 5.1. Primers developed to amplify a region of the ITS2 gene in Megadromus.
Primer Name
Mega ITS2 For
Mega ITS2 Rev

Primer Sequence 5’ to 3’
ACT ATT TCC MGA CCA CGC CTG CCT GA
TCA GGA TCK ACT GTA TTT GCG CRT GC

5.2.3 Phylogenetic analysis
Sequence chromatograms for COI and ITS2 were analysed in FinchTV 1.4 (Geospiza) and the
forward and reverse sequences were manually aligned in MEGA 5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011) for
41 COI and 34 ITS2 sequences. Both genes were easy to align manually; COI had no stop
codons or indels and the indels in ITS2 were easily accommodated with gaps.
Bayesian analysis was performed in BEAST 1.7.1 (Drummond et al. 2012) on the full data set
for COI and ITSII separately. The mitochondrial and nuclear genes were not concatenated due
to the variation in gene histories for mitochondrial and nuclear genes. Theoretical studies have
shown that concatenating genes into a single supergene can result in moderate to strong
support for the incorrect phylogenetic tree when different coalescence models are considered
(Kubatko and Degnan 2007). For COI, best partitioning scheme and evolutionary model were
found with PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al. 2012) using the corrected Akaike Information
Criterion (AICc). Three partitions were assigned based on each codon position. The TamuraNei (TrN+I) model (Tamura and Nei 1993) was used for codon position one, the Kimura
three-parameter (K81uf) model (Kimura 1981) was used for codon position two, and the
TrN+I model for codon position three. Since ITS2 is not a protein coding gene it was not
considered for partitioning and the best evolutionary model was found using the AICc with
jModeltest v0.1 (Posada 2008).
The COI data were analysed under a strict molecular clock with a coalescent (constant size)
tree prior and a fixed mean substitution rate (substitutions per lineage per million years) of
0.0115 (Brower 1994). The ITS2 data were analysed under a strict molecular clock with a
coalescent (constant size) tree prior. For each gene, four independent runs of 50 million
generations were conducted, sampling every 1500th generation. Convergence and effective
sample size of each parameter was assessed in Tracer 1.5 and samples from the four runs were
pooled using Log Combiner 1.7.1. After discarding the initial 10% as burn-in, a maximum
clade credibility tree was compiled in TreeAnnotator 1.7.1 (Drummond et al. 2012).
A Bayesian skyline model (Drummond et al. 2005) was used on the COI dataset in BEAST
1.7.1 to determine the timing and degree of population changes for M. antarcticus. The model
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was implemented under a strict molecular clock with a fixed per-lineage substitution rate of
0.0115 (Brower 1994). The MCMC was run for 50 million generations, sampling every 1500 th
generation. The same DNA substitution models and partitioning scheme were used for the
skyline analysis as in the previous BEAST run.
Pairwise genetic distances for COI were calculated from the Bayesian maximum clade
credibility tree using PASSaGE 2.0 (Rosenberg and Anderson 2011). A two-tailed mantel test
was run in PASSaGE 2.0 using a phylogeny distance matrix created in the program and a
geographic coordinate distance matrix created using Geographic Distance Matrix Generation
1.2.3 (Ersts 2012). A geophylogeny was constructed for COI using the maximum clade
credibility tree against digital elevation maps in GenGIS 2.0 (Parks et al. 2009). A chi-square
test of homogeneity was performed using R 2.13.2 (R Development Core Team 2011).

5.3 Results
In total, 40 specimens of Megadromus antarcticus, and one specimen of Megadromus
crassalis, were sequenced for COI and a subset of 34 individuals were sequenced for ITS2. A
600 bp fragment was obtained for COI, which had 49 variable and 38 parsimony informative
sites. Base frequency averages for COI were unequal and strongly AT rich (T=38.0%,
C=15.5%, A=30.8%, and G=15.7%), but a chi-square test confirmed homogeneity of base
frequencies across all taxa (d.f.=120, p=1.00).
For COI, pairwise genetic distances (substitutions per site) between the supported (posterior
probability greater than 0.50) major groups ranged from 0.4% to a maximum of 6.3% (Table
5.2). A two-tailed mantel test with 1000 permutations showed significant, positive correlation
between genetic distance and geographic separation (two-tailed p=0.02).
For ITS2, a 572 bp fragment was obtained and analysed for all 34 samples sequenced, with 22
variable and 19 parsimony informative sites. Within the Waikari group a 130 bp insertion was
found in three out of the four individuals. The insertion was removed prior to phylogenetic
analysis. In the three Waikari individuals that contained the 130 bp insertion there were also
an additional 39 indels found throughout the sequences, whereas only nine indels were found
in non-Waikari specimens. For phylogenetic analysis, gaps were treated as missing and given
equal marginal probability for each of the four nucleotides.
For both genes, examination of the log-likelihoods in Tracer1.5 indicated that the MCMC
chains reached convergence. The BEAST strict-clock molecular analyses place the root of the
COI and ITS2 tree between the Waikari group and all the others.
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The COI and ITS2 maximum clade credibility trees both show strong support for the
divergence of the Waikari group (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). For all other M. antarcticus both trees
support an earlier split of a Lords Bush/Kowai Bush Woodstock group. Both gene trees
suggest a possible latitudinal genetic gradient with COI split into a Northern (Waikari) group,
Banks Peninsula/Port Hills group, North-Central Canterbury (Woodstock, Kowai Bush, and
Lords Bush) group, Central (Staveley and Ashburton Lakes) group and Southern (Cave)
group (Figure 5.3). A similar pattern holds in the ITS2 tree with a Northern group (Waikari)
and a distinct Southern grouping of Ashburton Lakes and Cave (Figure 5.2). A greater amount
of structure is seen in the COI tree rather than in the ITS2 tree, probably due to the faster
mutation rate in COI. Woodstock and Kowai Bush are both high in haplotype diversity with
individuals found in various well supported groups on the COI and ITS2 trees.
Gene-tree divergence times for COI estimated in BEAST put the mean estimate for a common
ancestor between group 1 and the rest of M. antarcticus at 65,600 years (Figure 5.1). A
mutation that split the two samples from Ashley Gorge, groups 2 and 11, occurred at a mean
of 25,500 years before present (Figure 5.1). Marshall et al. (2009) found that the coalescent
prior in BEAST can overestimate divergence times by 12% compared to a Yule prior.
However, the coalescent prior was considered more appropriate for the M. antarcticus dataset
as there is no outgroup or other species included in the analysis. The Bayesian skyline
analysis showed a constant population size over the past 0.015 Ma with a possible slight
gradual decline in the last 1500 years (Figure 5.4).
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Table 5.2. Pairwise COI distances of major haplotype groups 1-12 as designated in Figure
5.1. The distances are derived from the maximum clade credibility and are corrected for
partition model values.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1

-

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

0.063

2

0.063

-

0.009

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.025

0.036

3

0.063

0.009

-

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.019

0.025

0.036

4

0.063

0.019

0.019

-

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.015

0.025

0.036

5

0.063

0.019

0.019

0.015

-

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.01

0.012

0.025

0.036

6

0.063

0.019

0.019

0.015

0.01

-

0.009

0.009

0.009

0.012

0.025

0.036

7

0.063

0.019

0.019

0.015

0.01

0.009

-

0.006

0.006

0.012

0.025

0.036

8

0.063

0.019

0.019

0.015

0.01

0.009

0.006

-

0.004

0.012

0.025

0.036

9

0.063

0.019

0.019

0.015

0.01

0.009

0.006

0.004

-

0.012

0.025

0.036

10

0.063

0.019

0.019

0.015

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

0.012

-

0.025

0.036

11

0.063

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

0.025

-

0.036

12

0.063

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

0.036

-

Table 5.3. Mean divergence times in millions of years ago (Ma) and 95% confidence
intervals for key nodes on the COI maximum clade credibility tree. Dates were estimated in
BEAST using a strict molecular clock with fixed mean rate of 0.0115 substitutions per site per
million years.
Group
Divergence
Times (Ma)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Mean

0.0029

0.0373

0.0041

0.0255

0.0197

0.0092

95%
confidence
interval

0.00010.0271

0.00910.3425

0.00030.0391

0.00640.2316

0.00480.1836

0.00110.0861
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Node 12,900 years BP
Node 69,200 years BP

Node 519,700 years BP

Node 425,500 years BP

Node 237,300 years BP

Node 341,000 years BP

Figure 5.1. COI maximum clade credibility tree. The branch length scale bar is in
substitutions per site and posterior probabilities above 0.5 are shown above the branch.
Haplotype associations are shown by the coloured boxes. Strict molecular clock mean dates
are shown for six of the major nodes.
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Figure 5.2. ITS2 maximum clade credibility tree. The values above the branches represent the
posterior probabilities above 0.50 and the scale bar is branch length in substitutions per site.
The taxa are coloured to match haplotype groups in the COI tree (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.3. COI maximum clade credibility mapped onto geographic location. The tree
suggests a genetic correlation along latitudinal gradient.

Figure 5.4. Bayesian skyline plot for Megadromus antarcticus showing a constant population
size over the past 15,000 years with a possible slight gradual decrease in the last 1500 years.
Blue shading indicates the 95% confidence interval.
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5.4 Discussion
The mtDNA and nDNA phylogenies suggest some genetic structuring due to geographic
location rather than a uniform genetic distribution resulting from the generalist ecology and
dispersal of Megadromus antarcticus. Although M. antarcticus is found in various types of
habitat, it is flightless, suggesting that it may have poor dispersal ability. In particular, natural
features, such as the braided rivers that dissect the Canterbury plains, may represent
substantial barriers to their dispersal. Genetic isolation by geographic distance is therefore
plausible. However, previous studies of winged and wingless carabids have shown that gene
flow is not affected by the poor migratory ability of flightless beetles, but rather by habitat
selection and elevation (Liebherr 1988). As such, the inability to fly may not be responsible
for the observed phylogeographic patterns in M. antarcticus, but perhaps more likely
topographic features, such as rivers, hills, or mountains, restrict the gene flow. The major
rivers of the Canterbury Plains from North to South are the Waimakariri, the Ashley, the
Rakaia, the Rangitata, and the Ashburton; the rivers aggraded across the width of the plains
during the glacial maxima in the Pleistocene. All of these rivers are prone to major floods
with 100-year floods exceeding 4000m3/s (Wilson 1985). The unstable flood nature of the
braided rivers can easily justify the rivers as boundaries to dispersal for M. antarcticus.
The divergence time for COI suggests that the largest split within M. antarcticus occurred
around 0.0812 Ma between the Waikari group and the common ancestor of all the other
populations. Kowai Bush and Woodstock represent the highest amount of diversity from
single geographic locations and both are found in the northwestern part of the species range.
Two samples from Ashley Gorge are highly divergent with a mean of 0.0544 Ma separating
them. The Ashley River is a dynamic, braided river that is prone to severe flooding at any
time of the year (Scrimgeour and Winterbourn 1989). The unpredictability of the Ashley
River may directly affect M. antarcticus causing local extinctions and recolonizations due to a
high frequency of disturbances in the area.
The LGM in New Zealand was 34,000 to 17,650 years ago in the Late Pleistocene and was
marked by three major glacial advances (Suggate and Almond 2005). Several invertebrate
species have shown range reduction on the South Island during this time followed by
expansion after the LGM (Trewick and Wallis 2001, Marshall et al. 2009). Megadromus
antarcticus, being a generalist, predatory species, can thrive in various types of habitat and so
may not have been as heavily affected by loss of specific habitat, such as forests. However,
the Canterbury Plains underwent drastic changes due to glaciation during the Pleistocene and
this may have caused unknown geographic barriers to gene flow. Events, such as changes in
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the water flow of tributaries or gravel build up from ice melt (Winterbourn et al. 2009), may
have impacted the species and could explain the genetic divergence that occurred throughout
the Pleistocene in this species. The Bayesian skyline plot shows no change in population size
over the past 15,000 years with only a recent decline in the last 1500 years suggesting that
after the LGM there were no significant population expansions. The reason for the recent
decline is uncertain as this is after the LGM but prior to the arrival of humans and introduced
predators; it is possible that large scale disturbances, such as the Taupo eruption in ~232 CE
(Hogg et al. 2011), could have caused the decline. After the Pleistocene glaciation period, the
retreat of the glaciers was followed by forest expansion approximately 12,000BP (McGlone
2004). The study by He et al. (unpublished) showed M. antarcticus has a preference for forest
edges, whereas the expansion of forest habitat was prior to the decline represented in the
Bayesian skyline plot.
The biogeography of the Canterbury Plains is marked by the major geological and climatic
changes that have occurred with Pliocene mountain building and Pleistocene glaciation. The
Canterbury region is known for a relative lack of biodiversity as a result of repeated glaciation
and glacial erosion from the Southern Alps during the Pleistocene (Wardle 1963, Connor
2002). The lack of biodiversity due to the events of the Pleistocene suggests that many of the
species in the Canterbury Plains are the result of recent radiations. Megadromus antarcticus
seems to have recently diverged during the Pleistocene and shows a distinct north to south
genetic gradient which is a possible result of the frequent glacial cycles separating and then
re-joining populations. A north to south genetic gradient has also been identified in the
McCann’s skink, Oligosoma maccanni, which shows a clear north-south break in the
Canterbury region that originated during the Pliocene and was maintained through the
extirpation of intervening populations during Pleistocene glacial cycles (O’Neill et al. 2008).
Phylogenetic studies of other large carabid beetles on the Canterbury Plains indicate that
species have only recently diverged from one another. The Banks Peninsula endemic carabid
beetle Mecodema howitti, is only newly divergent from a Mecodema spp. found in Southern
Canterbury; furthermore Megadromus guerinii, another Bank’s peninsula endemic appears to
have only recently diverged from M. antarcticus (Wiseman et al. unpublished). Further
studies should be conducted on other large, flightless carabid beetles on the Canterbury Plains
to determine if they follow a similar phylogenetic pattern of early divergence with evidence of
recent speciation.
The ITS2 tree does not completely concur with the COI tree. In insects, generally the nuclear
genes evolve at slower rate than the mitochondrial genes (Lin and Danforth 2004). For deeper
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phylogeny, nuclear genes have been shown to perform better in insect systematics, but for
closely related species mitochondrial genes tend to more informative (Lin and Danforth
2004). Two of the major groups present in the COI tree (groups 1 and 12) are present in the
ITS2; although, one individual from Waikari (group 1) was present in group 12. For the
Waikari individual in the ITS2 tree, no COI sequence was able to be obtained so the
placement of this individual may be a result of contamination. The low variation represented
in the ITS2 tree is expected for a slower evolving gene; more analysis, such as an SH test,
needs to be conducted to determine if the difference of placement of some of the individuals
(i.e. Lincoln 1-4) between the COI and ITS2 trees is significant.
Megadromus crassalis does not appear to be a species distinct from M. antarcticus. In the COI
tree, M. crassalis is within the M. antarcticus clade and this is supported with high posterior
probabilities. With ITS2 M. crassalis groups with the Ashburton Lakes sample suggesting a
southern geographic genetic relationship, and again, this is supported by a high posterior
probability. Amongst the M. antarcticus collected for this study there is a varying degree of
body size, including a rather small body morph in the far northern part of the range (Waikari;
body length (vent to labrum) ~ 20mm), medium in the mid-Canterbury range (body length=
25-28mm) to the larger M. crassalis morph at the southern end of the range (Cave; body
length ~35m). In general, the radiation of M. antarcticus appears to follow a north to south
gradient, possibly from an ancestral population in north Canterbury. The latitudinal gradient
may represent the species expanding their range as the ice age went into recess, warming the
lower latitudes; we might then expect to see similar patterns in other endemic grassland taxa.
The morphological variation observed in the far north and far south reaches of the range of
this species may represent the uppermost limits of the its tolerance to the cold climate in the
south and the warmer, drier, climate in the north.
The majority of samples used in the present study were collected from the northern and
central part of the plains; to add more detail in regards to the latitudinal genetic cline samples
from southern Canterbury would be beneficial. The addition of another Megadromus species
found on the Canterbury Plains would also provide more information to help determine
speciation dates. In particular, preliminary genetic on the COI gene suggests a close
phylogenetic relationship between M. antarcticus and the Banks Peninsula species M.
guerinii. The preliminary results suggest a phylogeographical pattern to Megadromus
antarcticus that coincides well with the biogeography of the Canterbury Plains.
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Chapter 6
A tale of two islands: A molecular and ecological survey of
Hadramphus spinipennis
6.1 Introduction
Island restoration has been a key part of conservation biology for many years. Often islands
are home to unique flora and fauna which may be heavily impacted by human arrivals and
introduced mammalian predators and herbivores (Hutton et al. 2007). Whereas the idea of
restoring an island to a pre-human state is possible, island restoration is not straightforward
(Lawton 1997). It can be argued that with little available information on delicate ecosystem
functions and information on the pre-human ecosystems that an island can never be fully
restored to a pre-human state (Atkinson 1990). Along with a lack of necessary information,
the dynamic nature of immigration from the mainland (Sinclair and Byrom 2006), and a
relative lack of literature regarding long term management also impede island restoration
(Simberloff 1990).
Despite the constraints on island restoration it is not a vain crusade; successful restoration has
been achieved on small scales (Simberloff 1990). Restoration often includes understanding
community level (e.g. revegetation, recovery) and population level processes (e.g.
translocation, replacement and eradication). Eradicating introduced animal and plant pests,
replanting original vegetation, or reintroducing locally extinct species are all part of island
restoration that need to be considered and the multiple impacts of each need to be carefully
monitored. For example, the Mediterranean yellow-legged gull had an unforeseen boom in
reproduction after habitat restoration, despite the normal management of nest culling, which
led to a decline in available nest space for other birds of conservation concern (MartínezAbraín et al. 2004). Researchers did not realize that the yellow-legged gull would adapt
quickly to the increase in vegetation and outcompete the other birds for nest space. Not only
does extensive ecological research need to be conducted for restoration efforts to be
successful; competent genetic management of island species is also pivotal for their long term
success (Jamieson et al. 2006).
Genetics play an important role in ecology and conservation and in the past decade the field
of conservation genetics has encompassed the role of species adaptation to habitat
fragmentation and new environments (Frankham et al. 2002). A loss of genetic variation may
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result in lower effective population size (Ne) which may cause population bottlenecks,
reduced fitness and inability to adapt to a changing environment (Pertoldi et al. 2007). Island
restoration may involve the translocation or captive rearing of organisms that are already
genetically depauperate from habitat destruction and introduced predators (Jamieson et al.
2006). An understanding of the genetic requirements of the species involved in island
restorations is, therefore, vital for long-term success of the species and the restoration project
in general.
New Zealand has been actively restoring its islands for many years, including pest
eradication, replanting, translocation, captive rearing and reintroductions (Towns and
Ballantine 1993). The Chatham Islands (Chathams), in particular the two small islands of
Rangatira and Mangere, have been under restoration since 1961 and 1968, respectively. The
two islands are home to several rare birds (e.g. Petroica traverse (Chatham Island black
robin), Pterodroma axillaris (Chathams petrel)), plants (e.g. Myosotidium hortensia (Chatham
Island forget-me-not) and Leptinella featherstonii (Chatham Island button daisy)) and
invertebrates (e.g. Amychus spp. (Chathams giant click beetle) and Argosarchus spp. (giant
stick insect)). Our study focuses on Hadramphus spinipennis Broun 1911, the coxella weevil,
endemic to Rangatira and Mangere.
The Chatham Islands are approximately 800km east of New Zealand’s South Island and
consist of two larger populated islands (Main and Pitt) and a series of smaller, uninhabited
islands. The Chathams have an intense history of tectonic activity which results in frequent
submerging and emerging of the islands (Campbell et al. 1993). The last emergence was
~4mya and since then the cooling climate of the Pleistocene had influenced the ocean levels
and the connectivity between the islands of the archipelago (Campbell et al. 1993, Campbell
1998).
Hadramphus spinipennis is a large, flightless weevil endemic to Chatham Islands group.
There are four species in the genus Hadramphus (Craw 1999), three of which are listed as
threatened or nationally vulnerable, including H. spinipennis (Hitchmough et al. 2007). The
extant populations are found on Rangatira, Little Mangere and Mangere Islands, but the
weevil was also historically recorded on Pitt Island (Emberson et al. 1996). The last survey on
Mangere and Rangatira Islands (Schöps 1998) suggests the weevil is thriving. The weevil is
associated with the plant Aciphylla dieffenbachii (coxella), however, it is has been sighted on
Pseudopanax chathamicum Kirk (Araliacene) several hundred meters away from A.
dieffenbachii (A.Liddy, G. Taylor pers. comm.; Emberson et al., 1996). Choice tests between
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A. dieffenbachii and P. chathamicum suggest that Pseudopanax is most likely not a viable
host plant for the weevil (Schöps et al. 1999). The weevil is often found during September
through February, feeding and mating on its host plant on warm, humid nights (Schöps et al.
1999).
Schöps (2000) performed intensive behaviour and ecological studies on H. spinipennis and its
host plant, A. dieffenbachii, on Mangere Island throughout 1993-1997 and on Rangatira,
Island in the summer of 1995-1996. Part of the study involved recording host-plant
populations on both islands and the interactions of the weevil with its host-plant. The main
driver for this study was the observation of local extinctions of the host-plant on Mangere
which was thought to be caused by the weevil. The metapopulation dynamics between the
weevil and its host-plant were analysed and weevil populations were found to cause local
extinctions of their host-plant before relocating to a new patch of A. dieffenbachii (Schöps
1998). Schöps (2000) recommended, as part of the conservation management programme,
that H. spinipennis and A. dieffenbachii should be monitored every three to four years on
Mangere and Rangatira to ensure that the regenerating forests did not affect the survival of the
weevil and its host-plant.
My study was conducted 13 years after the initial research conducted by Schöps (2000) and
aimed to repeat the surveys she conducted on Mangere and Rangatira Islands. Both islands
were surveyed for Hadramphus spinipennis and Aciphylla dieffenbachii and the results were
compared with those of the previous study. In addition to surveying, DNA analysis was
performed on weevils from both islands to develop a better understanding of the relatedness
between the two populations and how much genetic diversity exists within the species. The
information gained from the genetic analyses will advise if further restoration, management
such as translocation, is needed to bolster the weevil population.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Site descriptions
Rangatira (South East) Island is 219 ha and was heavily farmed until its purchase by the New
Zealand government in 1953 after which all livestock were removed in 1961 (Department of
Conservation 2012) (Figure 6.1). Much of the original forest was destroyed for farming and
many of the native plants that remained were grazed on by livestock. Currently, the island is
mostly covered by remnant or regenerating forest and Aciphylla dieffenbachii is limited to the
coastal cliffs and rocky shores.
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Mangere Island is 113 ha and surrounded by cliffs, with the highest cliff reaching 286 m
(Figure 6.1). The island was once covered in native forest but 90% of the forest was burned
for sheep farming and many of the native vascular plants and megaherbs (e.g. Aciphylla
dieffenbachii) were suppressed by heavy grazing (Ritchie 1970). Several plants, such as A.
dieffenbachii, started to regenerate with the removal of livestock in 1968 and an intensive
forest planting program was implemented in 1974 (Butler and Merton 1992). Aciphylla
dieffenbachii grows along the steep, rocky cliffs of Mangere and in the open grasslands. The
plant has a patchy distribution over the whole island.

6.2.2 Survey of Hadramphus spinipennis and Aciphylla dieffenbachii
Rangatira (South East) Island (14-19 February 2010) and Mangere Island (17-23 February
2011) were surveyed for Aciphylla dieffenbachii during the day. The search was restricted to
coastal and open areas where A. dieffenbachii has been documented to grow (Schöps 2000).
Due to weather conditions, the high cliffs of both islands were unable to be surveyed.
On Rangatira, there had been reports of a large A. dieffenbachii population on North Summit
which could only be visited on dry, non-windy days (A. Liddy, G. Taylor pers. comm.). When
plants were found, the quantity and state of plant flowering, and a visual assessment of plant
size were made. Plants were searched for signs of weevil feeding and activity, namely the
characteristic margin feeding of Hadramphus. Additionally, each plant was photographed and
the surrounding area was searched for new seedlings. GPS coordinates of major plant clusters
were recorded. At night, starting at 22:00, previously recorded A. dieffenbachii populations
were visually searched for H. spinipennis. Data collection on Mangere was conducted in the
same systematic manner as on Rangatira. All locations where A. dieffenbachia and H.
spinipennis had previously been recorded were visited and surveyed.

6.2.3 DNA collection and PCR
A tarsal clip was collected from 15 individuals in different sub-populations on each island.
Clips were taken by removing the tarsal claw and the first two segments of the tarsus using
ethanol cleaned scissors. The clip was stored in propylene glycol and when returned to
Lincoln University it was washed with 95% ethanol and then stored at -20˚C in 95% ethanol
until extraction. Each tarsal clip was cut into several pieces using a scalpel blade then
transferred into a 1.7mL Eppendorf tube. A QIAmp DNA investigator kit (Qiagen, Auckland,
catalogue # 56504) was used for extraction following all steps for tissue sample.
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Two mitochondrial genes, cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) and cytochrome b (cytb),
and one nuclear gene, internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2) were amplified by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR). For PCR, 2.5 μl of the DNA extraction was added to the following:
0.25 mM of dNTPs, 0.02 unit/μl of polymerase, 20 µM of each primer, 10x PCR buffer (i-taq,
iNtRON Biotechnologies) and deionized water to bring the total reaction volume to 25 μl. The
reaction mixture concentrations were the same for COI, cytb and ITS2.
COI was amplified using the primer set: LCO1490 and HCO2198 (656 base pairs) (Folmer et
al. 1994). The PCR cycle consisted of one step at 94°C for 3 min followed by 35 cycles of
94°C for 45s, 45°C for 45s and 72°C for 1 min 20s, then with a final step at 72°C for 5 min.
The primers CB1 and CB2 (432 base pairs) (Simon et al. 1994) were used to amplify cytb.
The PCR consisted of 94°C for 3 min followed by 40 cycles of 94°C for 30s, 49°C for 45s and
72°C for 1 min, then with a final step at 72°C for 5 minutes.
For ITS2, the Hadramphus specific primers that were developed in chapter 4 were used (Had
ITS2 For and Had ITS2 Rev (450 base pairs). The PCR cycle consisted of 94°C for 3 min
followed by 25 cycles of 94°C for 30s, 60 °C for 30s and 72°C for 45s, then with a final step
at 72 °C for 10 minutes.
Every PCR reaction had a negative control with no DNA. All COI, cytb and ITS2 PCR
products were checked via electrophoresis in 1.5% agarose gel stained with SYBR Safe TM
DNA Gel Stain (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon) and visualized under UV light.
Sequencing for COI and ITS2 were done in both directions (5'- and 3'-). PCR products were
sequenced using 0.8 μM of primer, Big Dye version 3.1 (Applied Biosystems, Warrington,
Cheshire, UK) and the following thermal regime: 96°C for 1 min followed by 25 cycles of
96°C for 10 s, 50°C for 5 s and 60°C for 4 minutes. Sequence products were resolved in an
AVANT 3100 (ABI) capillary sequencer.

6.2.4 Phylogenetic Analysis
Sequence chromatograms for COI and ITS2 were analysed in FinchTV 1.4 (Geospiza) and the
forward and reverse sequences were manually aligned in Mega 5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011) for
30 COI, 16 cytb and 25 ITS2 sequences. No insertions, deletions or stop codons were found
for COI or cytb. Within ITS2 a TA repeat was found in the middle of the sequences. The
repeat was removed for the phylogenetic analyses. Preliminary phylogenetic analysis was
performed by the construction of neighbour joining trees using Kimura 2 (Kimura 1980)
parameter distance with 1,000 bootstrap replicates in MEGA.
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For Bayesian analysis, COI and cytb were concatenated in R 2.13.2 (R Development Core
Team 2011). The COI data set was reduced to 16 sequences to match those of cytb. The
concatenated mitochondrial sequence data was analysed separately from the ITS2 data. The
ITS2 analysis was performed on the 25 ITS2 sequences. Beast 1.7.1 (Drummond et al. 2012)
was used for the Bayesian analysis. The best partitioning scheme and evolutionary model
were found with PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al. 2012) using the corrected Akaike Information
Criterion (AICc) for COI and cytb. The Kimura three-parameter (K81) model (Kimura 1981)
was chosen with no partitioning between the concatenated genes. Since ITS2 is not a protein
coding gene it was not considered for partitioning and the best fit evolutionary model was
found using the AICc with jModeltest 0.1 (Posada 2008). The symmetrical (SYM+G) model
(Zharkikh 1994) with gamma distribution was used for ITS2.
The COI/cytb and ITS2 data were analysed under a strict molecular clock with a constant size
tree prior employed. For each gene, four independent runs of 50 million generations were
conducted, sampling every 2000th generation. Convergence and effective sample size of each
parameter was assessed in Tracer 1.5 and samples from the four runs were pooled using Log
Combiner 1.7.2. After discarding the initial 10% as burn-in, a maximum clade credibility tree
was compiled in TreeAnnotator 1.7.1 (Drummond et al. 2012).
For the mitochondrial data, two other Bayesian analyses were conducted using geological
events for dating the tree and also the standard invertebrate mitochondrial rate of 0.0115
substitutions/site/my (Brower 1994). Based on geological evidence and the timing of the last
emergence of the Chathams, 4 million years was used for dating the tree using geological
events. All analyses were performed in BEAST 1.7.2 (Drummond et al. 2012) using the same
model and partitioning scheme employed in the prior analysis. Four independent runs of 50
million generations were conducted, sampling every 2000 th generation. Final trees were
generated in the same manner as previous analysis.
Pairwise genetic distances for COI/cytb were taken from the Bayesian maximum clade
credibility substitutions tree in PASSaGE 2.0 (Rosenberg and Anderson 2011). A NeighbourNet network of haplotypes was generated in SplitsTrees 4.12.3 (Huson and Bryant 2006) to
visualize conflicting patterns in the phylogenetic signal in ITS2. Distances for the NeighbourNet network were calculated under the generalized time reversible (GTR) model with equal
base frequencies.
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Figure 6.1. Topographical map of the Chatham Islands from http://www.mapsof.net;
Rangatira (South East) and Mangere Islands are labelled by a yellow star.

6.3 Results
6.3.1 Survey
Rangatira
Three locations were found to have populations of Aciphylla dieffenbachii: East Clears, West
Clears, and West Landing (populations A, B, C in Figure 6.2). Population A was a small
patch consisting of only 10 medium sized plants which all showed signs of heavy weevil
herbivory. None of the plants had flowers or the remains of flowers. Population B had nine
groups of plants, ranging from approximately three to six plants in a group, which were
sparsely spread over the cliff face. All of the plants were small to medium size and a few
showed some signs of weevil damage. Only two of the plants, both female, had flowers.
Population C had five distinct patches of A. dieffenbachii, and over 55 new seedlings
appearing. There were at least seven larger plants, while the rest were small to medium sized.
None of the plants showed weevil feeding damage.
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In population A 29 specimens of H. spinipennis were found feeding and mating on the plants.
The male-female ratio of the weevils found was 15:14. In population B, three out of the nine
major A. dieffenbachii groups had weevils. Group 1 had two males and two females; one pair
breeding and the other two feeding. Group 4 had one breeding pair and group 9 had one male
feeding.
West Landing was searched for two nights but no weevils were found (Figure 6.2). One male
H. spinipennis was found on Pseudopanax chathamicus, approximately 250 meters from the
nearest Aciphylla.
Mangere
Seven populations of A. dieffenbachii were identified (Figure 6.3) in Mangere. The two
largest populations in both area and number of individuals were populations 1 and 6, on the
side of the cliffs in the south-west, and north-west of the island, respectively. Over 410
individuals were counted in population 1 and 150 in population 6, with individuals of small
and medium size. Population 4 was the third largest in area and had over 330 plants of small
and medium size. The areas covered by population 2 and population 3 were similar, with over
100 and 180 plants that ranged from small to large size. Flowers were abundant in populations
1, 6, 4, 2 and 3. The two smallest populations were 5 and 7, where plants were more dispersed
than in the rest. Only 20 plants were counted in population 5 and 17 plants in population 7.
Flowers were present in population 5 but absent in population 7. Feeding signs were observed
in plants from all populations. In addition to the plants found in the seven populations, a few
individuals were also found scattered along the south-east coast of the island (Figure 6.3).
Individuals of H. spinipennis were found in five of the A. dieffenbachii populations. The
observed number of weevils reached 26 in location 1, which corresponded to population 1 of
A. dieffenbachii. Approximately 10 specimens were counted in locations 4, 6 and 3, and only
two in location 2. Male-female ratio ranged from 19:7 in location 1, through 8:6 in location 4,
to 1:1 in locations 3 and 2. Weevils were observed feeding and mating in all locations except
for location 2, where the two individuals were feeding on separate plants.

6.3.2 Phylogenetic results
In total, 30 specimens of Hadramphus spinipennis were sequenced for COI, 16 for cytb, and
25 for ITS2. A 656 bp fragment was obtained for COI which had three variable sites and two
parsimony informative sites. Base frequency means for COI were unequal (T=35.0%,
C=19.6%, A=30.3% and G=15.1%); a chi-square test confirmed homogeneity of base
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frequencies across all taxa (d.f. =87, p=1.00). For cytb, a 432 bp fragment was obtained which
had one variable site and one parsimony informative site. Base frequency means for cytb were
unequal (T=36.6%, C=22.2%, A=29.3%, and G=11.9%); a chi-square test confirmed
homogeneity of base frequencies across all taxa (d.f. =45, p=1.00). The pairwise genetic
distances in the concatenated mitochondrial genes was low with 0.002 substitutions/site
between the two island populations.
After the removal of the TA repeat (5-13 repeat units), a 428 bp fragment was obtained and
analysed for the full dataset of ITS2. ITS2 has 24 variable sites and 17 parsimony informative
sites. Four indels were found in the sequences, two from an individual on Rangatira and two
from an individual on Mangere. A Neighbour-Net network was generated for ITS2 to
determine if the microsatellite may be causing conflicting patterns in the phylogenetic signal
(Figure 6.4). The results suggested that there may be a conflicting signal between the two
islands represented by the network separating the two groups. This conflict does not
necessarily hold for the grouping of individuals ‘G’ and ‘3.1’ which also have a strong
posterior probability for being grouped together on the ITS2 maximum clade credibility tree
(Figure 6.4 and 6.5b).
The mitochondrial maximum consensus tree shows a weakly-supported split between the two
islands (Figure 6.5a), although, the branch lengths separating the two islands is extremely
small at 0.002 substitutions/site. The universal mitochondrial rate for invertebrates of 0.0115
substitutions/site/my placed the origin of this split around 1,300 BP and the geological time of
4 my placed the split between islands around 600 BP (Figure 6.5a, Table 6.1). The ITS2 tree
does not support any split between the two islands (Figure 6.5b). Two individuals, ‘G’ and
‘3.1’, have a strong posterior probability to support the grouping of the individuals from two
different islands. The ITS2 tree shows more structuring and variation between individuals
than the COI tree (Figures 6.5a & 6.5b).
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Table 6.1. Mean divergence times (Ma) and 95% confidence interval the two different dating
schemes used for the mitochondrial maximum clade credibility tree. Dates were estimated in
BEAST using a strict molecular clock with fixed mean rate of 0.0115 substitutions/site/my
and a strict molecular clock with 4my age constraint.
Divergence Times (Ma)
Mean
95% confidence interval

Fixed mean rate:
0.0115 substitutions/site/my

Geological event date:
4my

0.0013

0.0006

0.0000-0.0139

0.0001-0.0016

Figure 6.2. Rangatira Island with the survey populations of Aciphylla dieffenbachii that were
recorded in the 1995 survey by Schöps (2000) (dots in yellow) and the A. dieffenbachii
populations found in the 2010 survey (red dots). The red question mark on the 2010 map
represents the one area unable to be surveyed due to the weather conditions.
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Figure 6.3. Mangere Islands with the Aciphylla dieffenbachii that were recorded in the 1995
survey by Schöps (2000) (dots in yellow) and the A. dieffenbachii populations found in the
2010 survey (blue dots).The entire island was able to be surveyed visually for A.
dieffenbachii, but some plant patches were unable to be reached for hand searching of
weevils.
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Figure 6.4. Neighbour-Net network generated from ITS2distances. The blue boxes are the
individuals from Mangere and the red boxes are the individuals from Rangatira. The grouping
of individuals 3.1 (Mangere) and G (Rangatira) is still present in the network.
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1

Figure 6.5A.

1

Figure 6.5B.

Figure 6.5. A) The maximum clade credibility tree for mitochondrial genes COI and cytb B)
The maximum clade credibility tree for ITS2. For both trees, individuals from Mangere are in
blue and the individuals from Rangatira are in red. The posterior probabilities higher than .50
labelled and the scale bar is in substitutions/site.
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6.4 Discussion
Surveys of Hadramphus spinipennis and its host-plant, Aciphylla dieffenbachii, were
conducted on Rangatira and Mangere Islands and a genetic analysis of weevils from both
islands was done. The surveys took place 12 years after the initial survey by Schöps (2000)
and were designed in the same manner. Both islands have undergone restoration since the late
1960’s which involves extensive restoration of native forest. As a species that thrives in open
grasslands and cliffs, A. dieffenbachii, may be inadvertently affected by the forest restoration
and the weevil population may be negatively affected.
The results of this study suggest that the H. spinipennis and A. dieffenbachii populations on
Mangere have not been affected by the forest regeneration. The weevil has a consumerresource metapopulation relationship with its host plant and will decimate populations of A.
dieffenbachii before moving onto another population of plants (Schöps 1998). Metapopulation
theory suggests that as long as recolonization by the consumer exceeds or equals the
extinction rate of the resource, the metapopulation may persist (Taylor 1990). On Mangere,
the dynamics between weevil and host-plant seem to maintain a balanced system of localized
host-plant exploitation, extinction, and then weevil dispersal 12 years after on from the
previous study.
On Rangatira, there has been a decline in both the H. spinipennis and A. dieffenbachii
populations. Although two of the same populations (A&B) of A. dieffenbachii were found in
1995 and 2010, the plants were in decline in 2010 with no flowering and no large sized plants.
One population of A. dieffenbachii that was found in 1995 is no longer in existence, not even
as seedlings, in 2010. The newly discovered population of plants on the West Clears
contained mainly small plants and seedlings with only one plant that flowered and may not be
able to support a large weevil population. The decline on Rangatira does not seem to be the
result of forest regeneration as the locations of all A. dieffenbachii populations are on the open
grasslands and cliffs where no forest has regenerated. Modelling suggests that if the distance
between host-plant populations is great enough to not be easily traversed but not too far to be
unreachable by the weevils then the consumer-resource dynamic should persist for the longterm (Johst and Schöps 2003). The host-plant populations on Rangatira were separated by
several hundred meters and the weevil is known to travel up to 500 m to a new plant resource,
therefore, distance between populations does not appear to be the cause of its decline. More
intensive monitoring should be conducted on Rangatira to determine the cause of host-plant
decline and if the metapopulation dynamic between H. spinipennis and A. dieffenbachii have
been altered.
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The genetic analysis shows a population of weevils that is highly similar across the islands
with only a small amount of difference between the two islands in the mitochondrial genes. A
genetic difference between the weevil populations of Mangere and Rangatira has been
previously reported for a different section of the COI gene (Goldberg and Trewick 2011). The
barcoding region of COI chosen for this study did not split the two islands in an initial
phylogenetic analysis, yet for cytb a split between the islands was well-supported with a
posterior probability of 1. The analysis with the two concatenated mitochondrial genes
showed a weak support for a split between the two islands and indicated that the genetic
signal for this split could be drawn out from COI when the genes were analysed together. This
difference is not seen in the nuclear gene, ITS2. Although the variable repeat found in the
ITS2 gene may be causing some signal interference and skewing the resulting phylogeny,
there is still strong support for a grouping of two individuals from each island. Further
molecular work should be conducted on more nuclear genes to discover if a clearer signal
may be found to separate the two islands genetically.
Given the faster mutation rate of mitochondrial genes versus nuclear genes (Moriyama and
Powell 1997), the island split in the mitochondrial gene tree may be the result of the two
populations no longer breeding. In the future, this split may be evident in the slower evolving
nuclear genes as the populations are reproductively isolated for a longer period of time. If this
is the case, it is of upmost importance to take conservation measures to make sure that both
populations have equal chances to survive.
Both methods of dating the separation between the two islands in the mitochondrial genes
date the mean time for the split as rather recent, in the last thousand years. The timing
approximately coincides with the arrival of humans and introduced mammals, particularly
Polynesian rats, which would have impacted the invertebrate community (Towns 2009) .
Calibrating the molecular clock using the geological age of 4my as the last emergence of the
islands provided a less variable range for the 95% confidence interval. The lower range for
the 95% confidence interval of 100BP for the geological calibration is more realistic than 0BP
for the lower range given the mutation rate. The lack of genetic diversity may be a result of
population decline in the weevils. A museum specimen documents the weevil as one time
being on Pitt Island in the late 1800’s. The weevil may have evolved slight genetic differences
between each island’s population and the only easily accessible populations to be tested are
on Mangere and Rangatira. DNA should be obtained from the Pitt Island specimen to
determine if a different haplotype in COI existed on Pitt Island.
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Hadramphus spinipennis is listed as endangered by the New Zealand Department of
Conservation and is considered a species of concern due to its very restricted range. Although
spatial models have shown the weevil population to be in equilibrium, and could possibly be
classified as “common” (Kean 2006), combining the genetics with longer-term ecological
survey does not completely support the notion that H. spinipennis is common on both
Mangere and Rangatira. Strictly in regards to the number of weevils and host-plant
populations on Mangere, the weevil seems relatively abundant; however, genetic data indicate
that the population does not possess a large amount of genetic diversity. Lower weevil
numbers are found on Rangatira, but the weevils are genetically uniform on this island as
well. A pattern of genetic structure separating a species by island haplotype is something that
has been reported in other flightless beetles. Pimelia rugulosa rugulosa, a darkling beetle, is
found on all of the Aeolian Islands and in the mitochondrial genes, the beetle has a distinct
haplotype for each island (Stroscio et al. 2011). However, several haplotypes were found for
the darkling beetles on each island. Similarly, Sequiera et al. (2012) found the same kind of
genetic structure for flightless weevils on the Galápagos Islands. Between the two islands
there are some genetic differences which should be preserved if possible, but overall the two
population of H. spinipennis on Rangatira and Mangere Islands are not genetically isolated
from each other which is positive for the future of the species.
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Chapter 7
The ecology of the extremely rare weevil, Hadramphus
tuberculatus
7.1 Introduction
In the conservation of any species an understanding of its ecological requirements and
behaviour are necessary. For invertebrates it has been suggested that habitat requirements and
the quality of available habitat are fundamental to the survival of endangered species (Murphy
et al. 1990, Launer and Murphy 1994, Wettstein and Schmid 1999, Bauerfeind et al. 2009,
Heisswolf et al. 2009, Hodgson et al. 2011). However, habitat requirements may be more
influenced by fine scale factors rather than the entire landscape, particularly for insects with
poor dispersal ability (Brouwers and Newton 2009). Grassland habitats are often targeted for
heavy modification as they are ideal for conversion to live-stock grazing and housing and
industrial development. Intensely modified grasslands may result in entirely different plant
compositions and vegetation structure compared to undisturbed grasslands (Strauss and
Biedermann 2005).
The majority of New Zealand beech and podocarp forests were burnt on the South Island
around 800-500 BP by Polynesian immigrants (Molloy et al. 1963, Wilson 2004). The forests
were replaced by native tussock grasslands and shrublands and by the time of the arrival of
Europeans 150 BP vast areas of tussock grasslands were well established (Rose et al. 1995).
European arrival heralded a new wave of burning of the tussock grasslands for live-stock
grazing and settlements. Within a short period of time, tall tussock grasslands were mostly
depleted by exotic plants and grazing by introduced pest species, such as rabbits (O'Connor
1986). Semi-altered fescue tussock grasslands now occupy much of South Island alpine and
subalpine habitats. Despite a decline in grassland burning and a reduction in grazing intensity,
continual structural changes are still seen in the fescue tussock grasslands from introduced
herbivorous predators, introduced herbaceous and woody plants, and over-sowing of exotic
pasture grass species (Rose et al. 1995, Moller et al. 2008, Mark et al. 2009).
Tussock grasslands in New Zealand have frequently been studied from the perspective of
flora (e.g. (Connor 1965, Mark 1969, Meurk et al. 2002, Brockerhoff et al. 2008, Mark et al.
2009)), however, fewer studies have been conducted on the invertebrate biodiversity or
association with tussock grassland vegetation (White and Sedcole 1993, Barratt et al. 2005,
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Murray et al. 2006, Buhl et al. 2008, Hay et al. 2008, Kelly et al. 2008, Barratt et al. 2009,
Malumbres-Olarte et al. 2012). Murray et al (2006) suggest that New Zealand tussock
grasslands hold a significant proportion of New Zealand’s invertebrate biodiversity.
The Canterbury knobbled weevil, Hadramphus tuberculatus (Pascoe 1877) (Coleoptera:
Curculionidae: Molytinae), is perhaps the rarest species in its genus, consisting of only one
known population. Last sighted in the 1920s, it was presumed extinct by the late 1990s and
listed as extinct on the IUCN red list. However, in 2004 it was rediscovered at Burkes Pass
Scenic Reserve, Mackenzie County (Young et al. 2008). H. tuberculatus is the only species in
the genus to be found in subalpine tussock grasslands rather than coastal habitats. Based on
evidence from Holocene fossils and museum records, it was once distributed throughout the
Canterbury Plains and surrounding hills but is now confined to only one region (Kuschel and
Worthy 1996).
Since H. tuberculatus was thought to be extinct, there is little known about its ecology and
most information has been taken from the labels of 100-150 year old museum specimens. H.
spinipennis, H. stilbocarpae, and H. pittospori are all nocturnal, flightless, large (11.5-23
mm) and host-plant specific (Craw 1999). The three species are also found on small, offshore
islands and tend to be located on the rocky or grassland coasts. The larvae of H. spinipennis
and H. pittospori have been observed actively feeding on the taproot of their host-plant and
adults of each species have been recorded feeding on the leaves and flowers of their hostplants (Bennett 1987, Schöps et al. 1999). Hadramphus spinipennis is the only species
documented to have a consumer-host metapopulation dynamic with Aciphylla dieffenbachii,
host-plant, in which the weevil will cause a patch of the plant to go locally extinct before
migrating to the next patch of plants (Schöps 2000). The species in Hadramphus are
considered threatened by habitat modification and introduced predators and their conservation
statuses range from protected to critically endangered (Leschen et al. 2012).
Based on the information known about the other three species and museum data, H.
tuberculatus is considered nocturnal and host-plant specific (Craw 1999). The host-plants of
H. tuberculatus are in the genus Aciphylla (Apiaceae) and it is currently associated with
Aciphylla aurea (Craw 1999). Aciphylla aurea is considered non-threatened and is found in
alpine and subalpine grasslands and scrublands (300-1500m) (Mark and Adams 1995). The
plant prefers dry areas and is robust. Aciphylla aurea is a mast-seeding plant with infrequent
major flowering bouts (Campbell 1981). In full flower the plant can reach 1.5 m in height
(Allan 1961). The robust, spikey nature of the plant leaves and the long stiff bracts during
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flowering make this plant unpalatable to livestock for grazing although it is grazed by other
introduced herbivores, such as hares, rabbits, and wallabies. When Europeans arrived in New
Zealand they targeted plants, such as Aciphylla, for very frequent burnings to convert land to
pasture grass growth (O'Connor 1986). The long tap root of Aciphylla allows it to survive
fires rather easily and without frequent burning it has the ability to grow back in a few years
(Campbell 1981).
The survival of H. tuberculatus depends heavily on the survival of its host-plant and the
reserve in which the weevil is found. With little knowledge in regard to the weevils’ ecology
and behaviour it is difficult to ensure all habitat requirements are being met for the survival of
the species. For this study, I conducted three consecutive years of surveying H. tuberculatus
using mark recapture and adaptive cluster sampling to obtain more ecological information on
this rare species.

7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Site information: Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve
Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve is a small (12.4 hectare) tussock grassland reserve in the
Mackenzie Basin, South Island (Department of Conservation 2000), and home to the only
known population of Hadramphus tuberculatus. At ~700 m altitude, the reserve is situated
directly against the main road to Lake Tekapo (SH 78) and surrounded by farms on all sides
but one, which is a small introduced pine plantation. The reserve is a mix of Chionochloa
rigida (tall tussock), and Festuca novae-zelandiae (short tussock) grassland with Discaria
toumatou (matagouri), as well as Aciphylla aurea. The reserve has an extensive history of
burning and livestock grazing (McEwen 1987), however, in the last 20 years the reserve has
only one fire record that occurred in 2005 and was ignited by a spark from a passing bus.
Although extensive trapping for introduced predators occurs inside and outside the reserve,
and spraying for introduced weeds within the reserve, the reserve is still heavily grazed by
introduced rabbits and wallabies and has several introduced plant species, including lupins,
broom and wilding pines (Department of Conservation 2000).

7.2.2 Data and sample collection- pitfall traps
Based on the results of three preliminary studies (Johns 2006, Iles 2007, Fountain 2008), it
was decided that the use on non-lethal pitfall traps in greater numbers may provide higher
capture numbers than the previously used visual searches and modified 1.5 L plastic soda
bottle pitfalls. In addition to this, adaptive cluster sampling was implemented so that visual
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searching may be quantified and tracked. Non-lethal pitfall traps were placed in the ground
during the second week of October and left until the end of February in the summers of 20092010 and 2010-2011. The survey year for the summer of 2011-2012 was only conducted from
November through mid-February. These months were decided based on the known feeding
and mating activity of Hadramphus spinipennis (Schöps et al. 1999). The pitfall traps were 10
m apart and formed two transects down the reserve from the road to the fence of the adjoining
farm (Figure 7.1). Pitfall trap placement was decided based on the monitoring done in 2008
with a focus on identifying whether the man-made large drainage ditch in the middle of the
reserve hindered weevil movement to either side of the reserve. Therefore, the traps followed
the drainage ditch on either side and were placed near the closest Aciphylla aurea within the
10 m separation of each trap. Since there was more A. aurea plants on one side of the ditch
the one trap line consisted of 23 traps while the other trap line had 17 traps.
Pitfall traps were checked once a week and all animals found in the trap were recorded to
nearest RTU. When a weevil was found it was measured, sexed, and a piece of tarsus from the
middle leg was removed using sterile scissors for DNA analysis. Weevils were sexed using
the external morphological features: males have a concave dip in the end of the last sternite
with two tufts of long bristles on either side; females have a rounded last sternite and two tufts
of short bristles. Photographs were also taken of sternites for further observation and analysis.
The weevil was then given a unique identification number with a xylene-free acrylic paint pen
on its elytra and a photograph was taken. The weevil was released onto the nearest Aciphylla
aurea. Throughout the experimental period a Hobo data logger was placed under an Aciphylla
plant in the centre of the reserve to record air and soil temperature and relative humidity at
hourly intervals.
Despite weevils never being previously found on the pasture across the road from the reserve
(Iles 2007), pitfall traps were placed in this location for the three years. The hill has sparsely
scattered Aciphylla aurea and matagouri present with very few tussock plants. Traps were
placed by the nearest Aciphylla at 20 m intervals over the five transects spanning the hill.
Pitfalls were checked once a week following the same procedures as in the reserve.

7.2.3 Adaptive cluster sampling
Adaptive cluster sampling was combined with pitfall trapping to quantify visual searching and
to also determine when the weevils were active. For rare and elusive populations adaptive
cluster sampling has been shown to be an effective way to monitor a population. Twenty-eight
host-plants throughout the reserve were chosen at random for searching; including both male
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and female Aciphylla (distinguishable by different flower colours) and also small plants with
no flower stalk. The GPS coordinates were recorded and the plants were visited once a week
in the morning between 9:00 and 12:00 and then again at night from 22:00 to 00:00. If a
flower stalk was present, either live or dead, it was first searched for 10 seconds. After this the
leaves and base of the plant were searched for 50 seconds. If a weevil was found, then the
search area was widened in a systematic manner as consistent with standard adaptive cluster
sampling methods. In this study, the search grid chosen was a north, south, east and west
network. Temperature and humidity were recorded at the start of each search.

7.2.4 Statistical analysis
Population size, probability of capture and recapture were estimated using the mark-recapture
data from 2009-2010 (2009) and 2010-2011 (2010) seasons. Since the weevil population is
not known from outside of Burke’s Pass Scenic Reserve, it was assumed that the population
was closed to emigration and immigration. Only adults were able to be captured in pitfall
traps and each year was analysed separately, therefore no births or deaths should occur during
the sampling period. No deaths were assumed as weevils in the sister genus Lyperobius and
the other three species in Hadramphus are known to live for at least two years; the long life
span makes death by age less likely in one year. In the program MARK 6.1 (White and
Burnham 1999), the mark and recapture data was analysed under both the closed capture
model (Otis et al. 1978) and the Huggins closed capture model (Huggins 1989) which allowed
for the inclusion of the co-variates: size and location of capture. The data was split into two
attribute groups: male and female.
Within the program MARK, the program Capture was implemented to estimate population
size. Capture provides an estimator with a constant capture probability (null model, M o),
capture probability that varies with time (time model, Mt), individual animals (heterogeneity
model, Mh), or behaviour (behaviour model, Mb). A goodness of fit test selected the Mh model
with a jackknife estimator as the most appropriate for both 2009 and 2010 mark recapture data
sets.
Mean and standard deviation male and female sizes were determined for all three summer
seasons. A chi-square goodness of fit test was performed to test for an even sex ratio.
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Figure 7.1. A map of Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve which is outlined in grey and the areas
surveyed with pitfall traps for 2009, 2010, and 2011 outlined in black.

7.3 Results
A total of 49 weevils were captured in 2009 (25 female, 24 male), 41 weevils in 2010 (20
female, 21 male) and 26 weevils in 2011 (15 females, 11 males). Only one weevil was found
with adaptive clustering sampling in 2009 so it was not continued in the following years. The
weevil was found on an Aciphylla seedling at 11:00 and was feeding on a leaf of the plant. In
2009, Hadramphus tuberculatus was found in the Aciphylla containing pasture across from
the reserve with nine of the 49 weevils being found on the privately owned land. Three
weevils were found in this area in 2010. In 2009, there were eight recaptures and two of these
were recaptured twice, in 2010 the total recaptures were 12 with three individuals being
captured twice, and in 2011 there were eight recaptures with no individuals being captured
more than once.
Analysis of the mark recapture data performed in MARK (White and Burnham 1999) returned
the similar results for the closed capture and Huggins closed capture models for 2009, 2010
and 2011 (Table 7.1). For the closed capture analysis the data was run against 64 pre-defined
models with four returned as best fit with a model-likelihood of one. A likelihood ratio test
showed no difference between the four models as best fit. Under the Huggins closed capture
model 16 predefined models were tested against the data and one model was returned as the
best fit with a model-likelihood of 1.0. All best fit models had time as a source of variation for
probability of capture (p(t)). In the closed capture models, for 2009 and 2011 there was no
variation in probability of recapture (c(.)) but for 2010 time was a source of variation for
probability of recapture (c(t)) (Table 7.1). For the Huggins models the probability of recapture
had a different source of variance each year; in 2009 there was no variation in probability of
recapture, 2010 time was the source of variation for probability of recapture and in 2011
group was the source of variation for probability of recapture. The difference in 2011 of group
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being the influence on probability of recapture was most likely due to the large number of
female recaptures (7 female: 1 male). Since closed capture models also estimate population
size (N), these models had the additional parameter N. The four models with equal likelihood
had a different source of variation for N: no variation (.), group (g), time (t), and
multiplicative (g*t) (Table 7.1).
The goodness of fit test for estimating population size for 2009 and 2010 chose M h with
jackknife as the best model and for 2011 the M0 was chosen as the best fit model. In 2009 the
male population was interpolated to 66 and the female population to 72, in 2010 the male
population was interpolated to 28 and the female population to 62, and in 2011 the male
population was interpolated to 16 and the female population 60 (Table 7.2 & Figure 7.2). The
standard error for 2011 was much higher (35.71) than 2009 and 2010 due to the shorter
sampling period and therefore less initial captures.
There were no significant differences between mean size of male and female weevils for each
year and between years (Figure 7.3). The weevils on average ranged from 14 to 15.5mm. The
chi-square test did not detect any deviation from an even sex ratio over all seasons (Chi-Sq =
0.523, df = 2, p= 0.770). Recaptured weevils travelled between 0 to 190 metres (Table 7.3).
Days between recapture ranged from four to 282 days. In 2010 and 2011 weevils that were
captured in the previous season were recaptured the following season hence the maximum of
282 days between original capture and recapture.
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Table 7.1. The best models chosen for monitoring seasons 2009 and 2010 under both the
closed capture and Huggins closed capture models as estimated in the program MARK. AICc
value for each model is also reported.
Year

2009

2010

2011

Analysis

Model

AICc

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(.)

-75.50

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(g)

-75.50

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(t)

-75.50

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(g*t)

-75.50

Huggins

p(t)c(.)

141.61

Closed Capture

p(t)c(t)N(.)

3.22

Closed Capture

p(t)c(t)N(g)

3.22

Closed Capture

p(t)c(t)N(t)

3.22

Closed Capture

p(t)c(t)N(g*t)

3.22

Huggins

p(t)c(t)

182.93

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(.)

-2.98

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(g)

-2.98

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(t)

-2.98

Closed Capture

p(t)c(.)N(g*t)

-2.98

Huggins

p(t)c(g)

95.80

Table 7.2. The total captures, recaptures for the three seasons (2009, 2010, and 2011) are
reported and also the interpolated population sizes with 95% confidence interval population
sizes.
Year

Total Capture
(Male:Female)

Total Recapture
(Male:Female)

Population Size (N)
Male

Female

Population Size
95% confidence interval
Male
Female

2009

24:25

3:5

66

72

49-94

54-101

2010

21:20

9:3

28

62

23-45

46-90

2011

11:15

1:7

16

60

11-40

28-194
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Figure 7.2. The estimated population sizes of males and females for each trapping season as
interpolated in MARK. The error bars are the 95% confidence intervals on the population
numbers.
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Figure 7.3. The mean size of male and female Hadramphus tuberculatus collected
monitoring year. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 7.3. The mean distance (m) travelled and the mean time (days) between original
capture to recapture and the minimum and maximum distance travelled by a weevil in a
season.
Year

Mean distance between
captures (m)

Mean time between Minimum distance
captures (days)
travelled (m)

Maximum distance
travelled (m)

2009

30.00

24.75

0

140

2010

25.83

43.17

0

110

2011

52.50

83.13

0

190

7.4 Discussion
The only known population of Hadramphus tuberculatus was monitored for three summers
(October-February) to elucidate their ecological and behaviour requirements as well as
population size. Non-lethal pitfall traps placed along the ditch within the reserve and in the
privately owned pasture across from the reserve resulted in higher numbers of weevils
captured in comparison to previous monitoring attempts (Johns 2006, Iles 2007, Fountain
2008). Despite no H. tuberculatus being found in the land across from the reserve in the
previous studies, weevils were found there in 2009 and 2010 extending the known range of
the population.
Based on the mark recapture data, some of the recaptured weevils were found to travel up to
190 m through the reserve. Although migration is limited due to the weevil being flightless,
the ability to disperse relatively large distances was also observed in H. spinipennis (Schöps
2002). Schöps (2002) used mark recapture to study the behaviour of H. spinipennis and found
that the weevil exploited one host-plant population until it collapsed and the population would
then travelled to find the next host-plant population. Although no local collapses of Aciphylla
aurea caused by weevil feeding damage were observed in Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve, H.
tuberculatus may still be dispersing for a food source or other habitat requirement.
Adaptive cluster sampling did not provide an adequate method for finding weevils and was
therefore only used for one collecting season (2009). Based on the ecological information of
the other three species in the Hadramphus genus (Kuschel 1971, Bennett 1987, Schöps et al.
1999), it has been assumed that H. tuberculatus was also nocturnal. However, the one weevil
found by visual search was active and feeding at 11:00. Diurnal activity is further supported
by two other observations in which pitfall traps were checked at 11:00 and then later checked
at 14:30 the same day and new weevils were found. Thus the weevils were moving and active
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between the hours of 10:00 and 14:30. Iles (2007) and Fountain (2008) both used visual
searching as the main method for surveying weevils and found weevils actively feeding on the
host-plant between 8:00 and 11:00. Fountain (2008) also found H. tuberculatus feeding at
23:30. Ecological studies of L. huttoni, a weevil in the sister genus to Hadramphus, have
shown the weevil to be diurnal and most active during warm weather with low wind and high
humidity (Bull 1967, Hunt 1996). Visual searches have found weevils active at various times
of the day; further research needs to be conducted to determine what factors determine the
activity period of H. tuberculatus.
The population estimates varied for each monitoring year, however, including the 95%
confidence intervals there were no significant differences in the female population between
the years but this is not the same for the males. The male population was larger in 2009
compared to 2010 and 2011. For 2011, the results were less reliable due to the higher error
stemming from the shorter trapping season which resulted in less total captures and
recaptures. The lower capture and recapture rates for the 2011 season likely explain the
difference. In 2010 more males were recaptured than compared to 2009 and 2011. Aciphylla
aurea is a mast-seeding plant and therefore has seasons where there are a large amount of
flowers compared to other seasons in which there is little to no flowers (Campbell 1981). The
flowering of Aciphylla was noticeably low in 2010 and 2011 (Fountain, pers. obs). Fewer
flowers may have increased the mobility of the weevils meaning less captures, and perhaps
there is male dispersal occurring, however, more detailed tests would need to be performed on
sex biased dispersal in H. tuberculatus.
Previous authors have hypothesized that the weevils were mostly found on male, flowering
plants (Johns 2006, Iles 2007), however, in 2008 H. tuberculatus was discovered on both
male and female flowering plants as well as non-flowering plants. In 2009, a weevil was
found on an A. aurea seedling. Dioecious plants like Aciphylla tend to have more insect
pollinators on male plants due to the exaggerated florescence and higher pollen counts (Lloyd
et al. 1980). Aciphylla aurea at Burkes Pass supports this as a higher number of insect visitors
were found on male flowers rather than female flowers (Young 2006). Schöps (1999) found a
bias in H. spinipennis towards male Aciphylla plants. Despite a higher number of pollinators
on male plants and the behaviour of H. spinipennis, H. tuberculatus does not exhibit a bias
towards either flower sex or flowering plants in general. Weevils in the genus Hadramphus
are not known to be vital pollinators and H. tuberculatus shows no evidence of this either.
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For H. tuberculatus, the availability of A. aurea is pivotal to its survival. Although introduced
predators are controlled within and around the reserve, a substantial problem with wallabies
and hares feeding on the Aciphylla may threaten the weevil’s survival long-term. No sexual
dimorphism was found in size (length). In contrast, females were significantly larger than
males for H. spinipennis (Schöps 2000) and this related species does show sexual dimorphism
in size. A 1:1 sex ratio was found each year and equal sex ratios have been seen in L. huttoni
(Hunt 1996). The Fisher principle of 1:1 sex ratio (Fisher 1930) may be of benefit in terms of
a critically endangered species to help ensure a breeding population and reducing inbreeding
depression (Wedekind 2002).
In this study, pitfall traps have been shown to be the most successful method of monitoring H.
tuberculatus through mark recapture. Due to the tendency of weevils to fall to the bottom of
the plant and quickly manoeuvre underground at approach, pitfall traps are likely a more
effective monitoring tool than simple visual searches. The mark recapture data has provided
more information on the ecology and behaviour of the weevil, including providing an idea of
population size. Based on the extensive movements of the weevil throughout the reserve and
its dependence on the host-plant A. aurea the conservation of grasslands is key for the
survival of the species.
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Chapter 8
Now and then: The evolutionary history of Hadramphus
tuberculatus using historical and modern DNA
8.1 Introduction
With the arrival of the Polynesians in New Zealand approximately 800 BP, the majority
(40%) of native forest was burnt, allowing grassland habitats to spread (McWethy et al.
2009). The initial spread of grasslands would have likely been beneficial for grassland
species. By the arrival of the Europeans in the 19th century, grasslands were rapidly converted
for human settlements and agriculture. The conversion of indigenous grasslands severely
affected grassland flora and fauna resulting in many local extinctions (Mark et al. 2009).
Furthermore, humans brought introduced pests, such as cats, stoats, hedgehogs, mice and rats
(Wilson 2004). Rats have been shown to be a major threat to large, flightless invertebrates and
are the reason for the removal of the weevil Hadramphus stilbocarpae from Big South Cape
Island, New Zealand (Bell 1978).
Hadramphus tuberculatus (Pascoe 1877) (Coleoptera: Curculionidae: Molytinae), or the
Canterbury knobbled weevil, is the rarest species in its genus, consisting of only one known
population (Kuschel and Worthy 1996). Last sighted in 1922, it was presumed extinct by the
late 1990s (Sherly 1989) and listed as extinct on the IUCN red list. However, in 2004 it was
rediscovered at Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve (Young et al. 2008). H. tuberculatus is the only
extant species in the genus to live in subalpine tussock grasslands rather than coastal habitats
(Craw 1999). Based on available evidence from Holocene fossils and museum records, it is
inferred that the weevil was once distributed throughout the Canterbury Plains and
surrounding hills.
When dealing with critically endangered and rare species, museum specimens may offer
valuable information on historical geographic distribution, ecology, population demographics
and genetic structure (Wandeler et al. 2007). There are 26 specimens of H. tuberculatus in the
world’s museum collections; four of these are from the Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve
population, collected after the weevil was rediscovered (Young et al. 2008). As well as the
pinned specimens there are also several Holocene fossils from eight different sites on the
Canterbury Plains (Kuschel and Worthy 1996). The use of museum specimens allows for data
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to be collected from geographic areas in which the weevil has long since been extinct and
assessment of the population history of H. tuberculatus.
Obtaining the genetic data from museum specimens allows researchers to document genetic
baselines prior to an environmental disturbance (Drew 2011). By using these historical
specimens for genetic analysis, age priors can be placed on Bayesian phylogenetic trees,
which permit more accuracy in predicting the divergence time between samples (Drummond
et al. 2002). Temporally spaced data in phylogenetic analysis allows for the accumulation of
mutations to be observed and assists in the estimation of mutation rate (Rambaut 2000). The
addition of sampling dates to phylogeny provides more precise and accurate characterization
of genetic populations through space and time. For example, a study of Adélie penguin
evolution used the mitochondrial mutation rate generally applied for bird species and the rate
obtained from ancient DNA fossil calibration for Adélie penguins to estimate divergence
times. Researchers found the two rates were very different in lineage origin times, and the
ancient DNA divergence times were more consistent with the glacial history of Antarctica;
making the mutation rate based on fossil dates more accurate (Ritchie et al. 2004). The
addition of fossil dates to molecular data can also help in ancestral reconstruction studies by
increasing accuracy. A study of Caniformia to reconstruct ancestral condition for body size
was greatly improved by in the inclusion of fossil dates to the phylogeny as the dates removed
previous ambiguities and provided evidence of directional trends in body size (Finarelli and
Flynn 2006).
Information on the exact times when genetic samples were collected can offer important
details in regards to population changes, such as bottlenecks, expansions and retractions, or
mutation build-ups over time (Drummond et al. 2002). For example, information regarding
when pathogens were introduced to an environment, and how they have influenced selection
in host species, can be obtained from historical specimens (Parker et al. 2011). Museum
specimens can also lead to the rediscovery of extinct species. The Tasman booby was thought
to be extinct, but after mitochondrial DNA analysis of Holocene fossils, researchers found
that the extinct species was genetically identical to extant booby populations in the Tasman
(Steeves et al. 2010).
To determine how the distribution of population genetics have changed in Hadramphus
tuberculatus over the last 140 years, a phylogenetic analysis was performed on the
mitochondrial gene, cytochrome c oxidase subunit one (COI), using both pinned museum
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specimens and modern specimens. I hypothesize that due to local extinctions across the
Canterbury Plains, H. tuberculatus will have lost genetic diversity since 1922.

8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Sample Collection
Fresh samples of Hadramphus tuberculatus were collected by pitfall trapping and visual
searches of their host-plant, Aciphylla aurea, in Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve between October
and February in 2007, 2009, and 2010. For each weevil that was found, a tarsal clip was
collected from the middle leg using ethanol cleaned scissors and stored in sterile 1.7 ml
collection tubes filled with absolute ethanol. The weevil was then returned to the particular
host plant on which it was found or, in the case of pitfall trapping, to the nearest available A.
aurea plant. Tarsal clips were stored in 100% ethanol at -20°C prior to DNA extraction.
Museum specimens were obtained from the New Zealand Arthropod Collection (NZAC),
Auckland and the Natural History Museum (NHM), London (Table 8.1). Specimens from
Canterbury Museum were not obtained as access to the collections was prohibited due to the
earthquakes of 2010 and 2011 in Christchurch.

Table 8.1. A list of Hadramphus tuberculatus pinned specimens provided by museums for
this study. The ID numbers were arbitrarily assigned for this study for ease of identification.
The dates listed for specimens 11, 12, and 13 are based the dates known for when the
collector (Wakefield) was known to be acquiring specimens in New Zealand and from other
H. tuberculatus in his collection (Wakefield 1873).
Identifier
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Date collected
3/1873
04/05/1922
1890
02/12/1912
Unknown
12/11/1875
1922
1910
1922
1920
(1873)
(1873)
(1873)
1893
1910
1893

Location
Oakden
Waimate
Oxford
Blackford
Unknown
Temuka
Canterbury
Christchurch
Otira Gorge
Christchurch
Canterbury
Canterbury
Canterbury
Christchurch
Christchurch
Canterbury

Additional information
Pascoe collection/Wakefield
Collected by G. Howes
Collected by T. Hall
No collection label
Pascoe collection/Wakefield
Broun Collection
CE Clarke Collection BM1957
Broun Collection
CE Clarke Collection BM1957
Wakefield Collection
Wakefield Collection
Wakefield Collection
Pascoe Collection, series type
CE Clarke Collection BM1957
Lectoype BM Loan 2829

Museum
NZAC
NZAC
NZAC
NZAC
NZAC
NZAC
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
NHM
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8.2.2 DNA extraction
Modern samples
Each tarsal clip was cut into several pieces using a fresh, sterile scalpel blade and then
transferred into a sterile 1.7 mL microcentrifuge tube. The Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue
kit (Auckland, catalogue # 69504) was used for DNA extraction following the manufacturer’s
spin-column protocol animal tissues. All extractions of modern samples were performed in a
laboratory used for modern invertebrate molecular work.
Historical samples
Specimens tags were removed and the pinned specimens were soaked overnight (≥12 hours)
in sterile 60 ml vials filled with lysis buffer (Gilbert et al. 2007) such that the specimens were
completely submerged; these were incubated in an oven at 56°C. After removal from the
oven, the pinned specimens were placed in 100% ethanol for two hours then air dried before
carefully replacing museum labels and returning them to their respective collection. Due to
the large size of the weevils, there was ~12mL of crude lysate, which was aliquoted into 1 mL
tubes and stored at -20°C. Based on the results of a pilot study (Chapter 3), silica extraction
proved to be highly successful for historical insect DNA, therefore, samples were silica
extracted following the methods of Rohland and Hofreiter (2007).
To minimise the risk of contamination, historical DNA extractions were performed in a
separate laboratory that did not otherwise process insect DNA. No laboratory equipment,
consumables, reagents, or personal protective equipment were transferred between
laboratories. Each extraction included a negative control. To further ensure no contamination
between modern and historical samples, historical samples were extracted prior to entry into
any modern DNA laboratory which processed insect DNA. No re-entry by any person was
made into the historical laboratory if the modern laboratory had been entered that day.

8.2.3 DNA amplification and sequencing
Based on the barcoding region of cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) sequences (primers
LCO1490 and HCO2198 (Folmer et al. 1994)) for modern H. tuberculatus samples, primers
were designed from a conserved region for a 135 base pair fragment (Table 8.2). PCR
conditions were optimized using modern samples.
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Table 8.2. Primers developed to amplify small fragments of the COI gene in Hadramphus
tuberculatus.
Primer Name
Ht_COI_For
Ht_COI_Rev

Primer Sequence 5’ to 3’
CCR GGA GAA TTG ATC GGM AAC G
TCT CAG GTT ATT TAA TCG TGG GAA AGC

COI was amplified via polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using 5.0 μl of the DNA extraction,
8 µM of each primer, 0.25 mM of dNTPs, 10x PCR buffer, 0.03 unit/μl of polymerase (i-star
taq, iNtRON Biotechnologies), 1mM additional MgCl 2, 5µg/µL BSA and deionized water to
bring the total reaction volume to 25 μl. The PCR cycle was 94°C for 3 min followed by 40
cycles of 94°C for 20 s, 52°C for 10 s and 68°C for 30 s, then with a final step at 68°C for 10
minutes. Every PCR reaction had a negative control with no DNA.
PCR products and a 1 kb ladder were visualized on a 1.5% agarose gel stained with SYBR
Safe TM DNA Gel Stain (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon). The band on the gel was aligned
to the correct position of approximately 150 base pair so it was extracted from the gel and
cleaned using Ultrasep (Omega). The excised band was sequenced in both 5’ and 3’ directions
on an AVANT 3100 (ABI) capillary sequencer. All historical samples were run in three
separate PCR reactions and sequenced three times to ensure there was no deamination or
possible contamination in either the PCR or sequencing reactions. The PCR reactions for
historical samples were set-up in the historical DNA laboratory and then the closed tubes
were transferred to the thermocyclers in the modern laboratory.

8.2.4 Phylogenetic analysis
Sequence chromatograms for COI were analysed in FinchTV 1.4 (Geospiza) and the forward
and reverse sequences were manually aligned in MEGA 5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011). No
insertions, deletions or stop codons were found. Preliminary phylogenetic analysis was
performed by the construction of neighbour joining trees using Kimura 2 parameter distance
(Kimura 1980) with 1,000 bootstrap replicates in MEGA.
Bayesian analysis was performed in BEAST 1.7.2 (Drummond et al. 2012) on the full COI
data set. The best partitioning scheme and evolutionary models were found with
PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al. 2012) using the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc).
A single partition and the Felsenstein 1981 (F81) model (Felsenstein 1981) was found to be
the best evolutionary model. The COI data were analysed under an uncorrelated relaxed
lognormal molecular clock with a coalescent constant size tree prior. The ucld.stdev for the
uncorrelated relaxed lognormal molecular clock was 0.83. The trees were calibrated using
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sampling time. Four independent runs of 40 million generations each were conducted,
sampling every 1300th generation. Convergence and effective sample size of each parameter
was assessed in Tracer 1.5 and samples from the four runs were pooled using Log Combiner
1.7.2. After discarding the initial 20% as burn-in a maximum clade credibility tree was
compiled in TreeAnnotator 1.7.2 (Drummond et al. 2012).
A Bayesian skyline model (Drummond et al. 2005) was used on the COI dataset in BEAST
1.7.2 to infer the timing and degree of population size changes for H. tuberculatus. The model
was implemented under an uncorrelated relaxed lognormal molecular clock with sampling
time used to calibrate the tree. The MCMC ran for 40 million generations, sampling every
1300th generation. The same DNA substitution models and partitioning scheme were used for
the skyline analysis as in the previous BEAST run. Nucleotide diversity (π), haplotype
diversity (h), Tajama’s D and the Ramos-Onsins and Rozas R2 statistics (Ramos-Onsins and
Rozas 2002) tests were calculated using DNAsp 5.10.01 (Librado and Rozas 2009) using 10
bp sliding window analyses at 1 bp steps, ignoring gaps and missing nucleotides.

8.3 Results
In total, 15 historical specimens and 69 modern samples were sequenced for COI. A 135 bp
fragment was obtained for COI which had five variable sties and two parsimony informative
sites. Base frequency averages for COI were unequal and strongly AT rich (T=37.9%,
C=17.0%, A=31.8%, and G=13.3%); a chi-square test confirmed homogeneity of base
frequencies across all taxa (d.f.= 249, p=1.0). All historical specimens returned identical
sequences for each of the three sequences runs, except specimen 7, which had a three base
pair insertion in one of its sequences that resulted in an additional amino acid. Although the
sequence read was of high quality, this 3bp insertion only appeared in one of the three
sequence runs, so it was discarded from the analyses.
Overall, the historical samples contained more nucleotide and haplotype diversity than
modern samples (Table 8.3). The D statistics were non-negative for all samples. The historical
samples had higher R2 statistics and, unlike the modern samples, did not fit within the
expected mismatch distribution predicted under a constant population size (Figure 8.1). The
COI maximum clade credibility tree shows two distinct groups (posterior probability= 1): one
group including only historical samples (groups 1-3) and the other containing the modern
samples and some historical specimens (Figures 8.2 and 8.3). The pairwise differences
between historical and modern samples were small (maximum 1.4%; Table 8.4) and the split
is weakly supported by a posterior probability (0.83).
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The Bayesian skyline plot (BSP) showed a constant population size over the past 125 years,
with a sharp decline in 2007 (Figure 8.4). Due to the large gap in sampling between 1922 and
2007, this decline corresponds with the modern samples. The drop in population size suggests
that at some point between the sampling times of the historical samples (1922) and the
modern samples (2007) there was a decrease in population size, although the exact time is
uncertain. The construction of the BSP is based on the assumption of panmixia; with so few
samples and little historical information there is no indication on whether H. tuberculatus is a
panmictic population. However, in terms of the modern samples, panmixia is likely since
there is only one small population. Therefore, results should be interpreted with some care
(Ho and Shapiro 2011); although some studies do suggest that the BSP is robust to the
violation of panmixia (de Bruyn et al. 2009).
Table 8.3. Nucleotide diversity, haplotype diversity, Tajama’s D statistic, and the RamosOnsins and Rozas R2 statistics for the historical, modern, and all samples of H. tuberculatus
used in this paper.
Samples
Historic
Modern
All

Nucleotide diversity π
0.005
0.003
0.003

Haplotype diversity h
0.600
0.138
0.334

Tajama’s D
-0.764
-0.999
-1.283

R2 statistic
0.133
0.069
0.051

Figure 8.1. Mismatch distribution plots for the historical (left) and modern (right) specimens;
expected values are estimated under parameters assuming a constant population size.
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Table 8.4. Pairwise COI distances of major haplotype groups 1-7 as designated in Figure 8.2.
The distances are derived from the maximum clade credibility tree and are corrected for using
the F81 substitution model.
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
0.007
0.007
0.013
0.014
0.009
0.008

2
0.007
0.008
0.014
0.014
0.009
0.009

3
0.007
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.002
0.002

4
0.013
0.014
0.007
0.006
0.008
0.007

5
0.014
0.014
0.007
0.006
0.008
0.007

6
0.009
0.009
0.002
0.008
0.008
0.002

7
0.008
0.009
0.002
0.007
0.007
0.002
-

Figure 8.3. A map of the Canterbury province showing (where possible) the collection
locations of H. tuberculatus used in this study. Where museum samples cite specific locations
(towns), these are assumed to be correct. Location markers contain the numbers and colours
of the phylogenetic groupings shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.4. Bayesian skyline plot for Hadramphus tuberculatus showing a constant
population size over the past 125 years with a sharp decline in 2007. Blue shading indicates
the 95% confidence interval.

8.4 Discussion
When working with historical DNA the quantity of DNA is often low and the quality is
degraded and fragmented; therefore, extra precautions must be taken to eliminate the risk of
contamination from modern samples (Hofreiter et al. 2001, Reiss 2006, Watts et al. 2007,
Axelsson et al. 2008). The probability of contamination in my samples is low due to the
stringent precautions that were taken in this study. No pinned specimens entered the modern
invertebrate lab and all work on historical specimens occurred prior to any work on modern
samples in a day. Every extraction had a negative control that returned negative results in the
PCR. Each sequence returned had an open-reading frame, which is expected for COI, and all
samples were amplified and sequenced three times with each replicate returning identical
results with the exception of specimen 7 (see above) (Hofreiter et al. 2001). As such, I
conclude that neither template damage, nor contamination affected these results.
The results of this study support the loss of haplotypes and nucleotide diversity from
Hadramphus tuberculatus over time. The historical samples were collected from various
geographic locations on the Canterbury Plains; hence the variation seen in COI may be a
result of isolation by distance. However, with these populations now extinct, the possibility of
immigration and emigration of diverse haplotypes into the Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve
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population has been eliminated. The Burkes Pass population does retain some genetic
diversity and appears to have maintained a stable population size since at least 2007.
Flightlessness and poor dispersal ability do not necessarily prevent organisms from inhabiting
wide ranges, nor from having connected populations across fragmented habitats (Diekötter et
al. 2010). However, greater genetic structure has been shown in flightless species with islandlike distributions (Keller et al. 2004, Matern et al. 2009, Sequeira et al. 2012). Although H.
tuberculatus is flightless, the constant population size over a wide geographic area as
indicated by the skyline plot and mismatch analysis (for the Burkes Pass population) genetic
structure for island-like distribution seems likely for the historical population. The rapid drop
in population size would coincide with the weevil going extinct from multiple locations. The
low genetic variation within the Burkes Pass population is similar to that found in other
island-like populations of flightless invertebrates (Sequeira et al. 2012), therefore, the
population may be a remnant that has not experienced marked recent decline in haplotype
diversity.
The addition of historical samples to the phylogeny provided more detailed information about
past phylogeographic patterns and historical demographics of Hadramphus tuberculatus. The
geographic range of H. tuberculatus has been assumed to be strictly the Canterbury Plains,
despite a few pinned museum specimens falling outside this area (Temuka, Otira Gorge, and
Nelson) (Kuschel and Worthy 1996). Furthermore, it has been speculated that an
undocumented species of Hadramphus may have existed on the West Coast of the South
Island, and that perhaps this may have been represented by the Otira Gorge sample (Craw
1999, Young et al. 2008). Historical DNA has been used to find previously unrecognized
species, as was the case with a study on the New Zealand yellow-eyed penguin (Boessenkool
et al. 2009). From the phylogeny, the Otira Gorge sample clearly falls into a group with the
other H. tuberculatus historical samples and the Temuka specimen groups with a specimen
from Christchurch. Often records of collections are not clearly or correctly labelled (Wandeler
et al. 2007) and geographic ranges of towns and cities may expand or contract over time. It is
unclear as to whether the samples from Otira Gorge, Christchurch, and Temuka are a result of
poor labelling, a difference in locations from past to present, or if they truly represent a
previously unknown range limit within the species. Whatever the case, they are clearly
identified as being H. tuberculatus and this is supported by the molecular data.
Another interpretation of the phylogeny is that H. tuberculatus may not be a monophyletic
group and the older group (groups 1-3) may be genetically distinct enough to be a different
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species. In this case, the Otira Gorge sample may be correctly labelled and there was a cryptic
weevil species with a different geographical range than groups 4-7. The root of the tree
strongly supports the split of H. tuberculatus into two distinct groups; however, without more
genetic samples or sequences from the Holocene fossils it is difficult to determine if H.
tuberculatus is species with high genetic diversity or comprises two species.
The number of museum specimens for H. tuberculatus is extremely low and there is a large
gap in the sampling data due to the fact that the weevil was thought to be extinct after 1922.
Low sampling numbers increase the error associated with the interpretation of the results
(Grueber and Jamieson 2011). The large number of modern samples can increase the accuracy
in inferring the expected genetic dynamics within a population. The extinction history of the
weevil may be comparable to that of the Takahe (Porphyrio hochstetteri (A.B. Meyer 1883)),
a threatened rail species, which was thought to have gone extinct before a small relict
population was rediscovered in Fiordland in 1948 (Wallace 2002). Genetic studies of the
modern Takahe population and that of museum specimens suggest a decline in genetic
diversity that coincided with the arrival of Maori settlers in New Zealand (Grueber and
Jamieson 2011). To identify the genetic variability and survivability of the surviving H.
tuberculatus population, I have begun work on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
both the historical and modern populations. Understanding the changes in heterozygosity will
help with future management of this critically endangered population (Leonard 2008).
For rare and endangered species preserving genetic diversity has become increasingly
important to conservation management (Lande 1988, Pray et al. 1994, Hedrick and
Kalinowski 2000, Pertoldi et al. 2007, Blomqvist et al. 2010, Reed et al. 2012). Small,
isolated populations are particularly vulnerable to positive feedback loops between inbreeding
and reduced population sizes or ‘extinction vortexes’ (Tanaka 2000, Fagan and Holmes
2006); as such if too much genetic diversity is lost from what is quite possibly the last
population of H. tuberculatus, then it’s extinction may be inevitable. The rate of loss of
genetic diversity since the early 20th century has been rapid and the population may not be
able to survive further declines. Recently the use of historical and ancient DNA has surfaced
as a technique to gain more detailed and accurate information in regards to species
bottlenecks, past population phylogeography, and losses in heterozygosity through time
(Bellinger et al. 2003, Goldstein and Desalle 2003, Taylor et al. 2007, Grueber and Jamieson
2011). Genetic insight gained from the use of museum specimens has increased our
knowledge about this species’ past distribution and genetic structure; this new information
can guide conservation management decisions in regards to breeding, and translocation. In
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this study, museum specimens provided additional information on the past haplotype diversity
of Hadramphus tuberculatus compared to modern haplotype diversity at Burkes Pass. The
results support the conclusion that H. tuberculatus has undergone a loss of genetic diversity
with the extinction of populations from different geographic localities.
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Chapter 9
SNP genotyping of non-model organisms using next-generation
sequencing with a reduced representation library
9.1 Introduction
Next generation sequencing (NGS) has brought substantial progress to the field of genomics
and has been recognized for making profound advances in ecological and evolutionary studies
(Hudson 2008). However, the sequencing revolution has mainly consisted of re-sequencing
genomes that have already been obtained via other methods, such as Sanger sequencing
(Ratan et al. 2010), or major genome sequencing projects that often involve large amounts of
time, money, and resources to achieve (Everett et al. 2011). Recently, studies involving NGS
have begun to focus more heavily on non-model organisms (Thomson et al. 2010, Ekblom
and Galindo 2011, Everett et al. 2011) and, in particular, on single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) discovery for population genetics (Kerstens et al. 2009, Garvin et al. 2010, Ratan et al.
2010, Helyar et al. 2011).
For the conservation of rare and endangered species, diagnostic genetic markers, such as
SNPs and microsatellites, are used to provide information on population history and
demography, genetic structure, and relatedness between individuals (Slate et al. 2009, Glover
et al. 2010). SNPs have been suggested as an alternative to microsatellites, particularly for
older degraded DNA as their genotyping requires only short target sequences. However, a
major disadvantage to SNPs is the large number of SNP sequences required to determine
variation within a population. Despite the disadvantages, there are several advantages to using
SNPs over microsatellites, including known mutation models for SNPs and easily targeted
variation in random genomic regions (Morin et al. 2004). Next generation sequencing has
been suggested as a method for generating a large number of SNP sequences due to its ability
to easily detect SNPs in samples (Wandeler et al. 2007).
The challenges for obtaining and developing SNP markers in non-model organisms start with
choosing the correct sequencing platform and continue to the end of the process with marker
development (Ekblom and Galindo 2011). A major issue for SNP detection with NGS is false
reads due to sequencing errors. Sequencing errors may be interpreted as rare alleles. To
overcome such false positives when genotyping SNPs, a minimum depth of coverage at the
SNP locus is required. Reduced representation libraries are a method used to increase the
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coverage of a genome segment for SNP discovery (Wiedmann et al. 2008). The genome is
digested into fragments with restriction enzymes and fragments within a short range of sizes
are selected for NGS; this has the effect of removing large parts of the genome so that the
remaining parts are sequenced with a greater depth of coverage. Recently, a large amount of
SNP data was obtained for the great tit (Parus major) by implementing a reduced
representation library (Van Bers et al. 2010). The researchers were able to assemble 2.5% of
the great tit genome with 25x coverage. In this study, I use a reduced representation library to
obtain SNPs for two endangered New Zealand weevils, Hadramphus tuberculatus and H.
spinipennis (refer to chapters 4, 6, and 7 for further information on ecology and history) using
NGS.
Museum samples collected since the 19th century are available for both H. tuberculatus and
H. spinipennis. For H. tuberculatus these samples were all collected between 1873 and 1920
from locations where the weevil is now extinct. One specimen of H. spinipennis is labelled as
being from Pitt Island where it is no longer found; the other samples are from Mangere, Little
Mangere, and Rangatira Islands. When dealing with rare and critically endangered species,
museum specimens can offer valuable information on the historical geographic distribution,
ecology, population demographics and genetic structure (Wandeler et al. 2007).
Both H. tuberculatus and H. spinipennis have incurred range reductions and are under
intensive conservation management. No studies have previously analysed the population
genetics of either species; as species of conservation concern determining if a loss of
heterozygosity within the populations has occurred and measuring long-term survivability of
both species needs to be answered. In this study, I use next generation sequencing to obtain a
large panel of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to analyse the population genetics of
both species. After validating a set of SNPs, high resolution melting (HRM) assays was used
on both museum and modern specimens to analyse changes in heterozygosity and loss of SNP
diversity over time. The genotyping of historical and ancient SNPs has never been attempted
in invertebrates or on non-model organisms. HRM has not been previously been investigated
as a method for genotyping historical and ancient SNPs. By including museum specimens in
this study, I aim to reconstruct the genetic structure of H. tuberculatus and H. spinipennis
over time and to determine the viability of the remaining populations. Information on genetic
structure may be used for conservation management by guiding future captive rearing and
translocation attempts.
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9.2 Methods
9.2.1 Sample collection and DNA extraction
For the collection of modern samples for H. tuberculatus refer to chapter 8 and for collection
of modern samples for H. spinipennis refer to chapter 6. Museum specimens of Hadramphus
tuberculatus were obtained from the New Zealand Arthropod Collection (NZAC), Auckland
and the Natural History Museum, London, England. H. spinipennis museum specimens were
collected from NZAC and the Lincoln University Entomological Research Museum, New
Zealand.
For extraction methods of modern and museum samples refer to chapter 8.

9.2.2 Construction of reduced representation libraries and sequencing
Only modern samples were used for next generation sequencing since the DNA was higher
quantity and better quality than the historical DNA Since using a tarsal clip for DNA
extraction provides a low quantity of DNA (~5-10ng) which insufficient for downstream
analysis, multiple displacement amplification (MDA) was performed on a pooled sample of
eight individuals for each species using the illustra GenomiPhi V2 kit (GE Healthcare Life
Sciences, catalogue # 25-6600). The enzyme and buffer quantities were doubled for the MDA
reaction to achieve a final product of 40 µL with ~2 µg of DNA.
Each sample was digested with three restriction enzymes, HaeIII (GG^CC), RsaI (GT^AC),
and EcoRI (G^AATTC). These three enzymes were chosen as they have been successfully
used in other Curculionidae (Kim and Sappington 2004). Digestion took place overnight at
37°C. The digested material was separated on a 5% polyacrylamide gel. EcoRI provided no
clear results and the majority of the RsaI DNA fragments were at 300-400 base pairs, which
were too small for this study due to the fragment size requirements for the GS Junior
platform. HaeIII digested the material completely with the majority of the fragments at 600800 base pairs. DNA fragments from the HaeIII digested samples were excised at 750-800
base pairs. The gel sections were crushed by centrifugation at full speed through an 18 g
needle hole in the bottom of a 1.7 mL Eppendorf tube. The DNA was eluted from the crushed
gel pieces by overnight incubation in 0.5M ammonium acetate and 0.1mM EDTA. The DNA
was then ethanol purified.
As only small quantities (200ng) of DNA were obtained from the polyacrylamide gel
fragments, MDA was repeated on the excised DNA fragments using the illustra Genomiphi
kit. Samples were then treated with S1 nuclease, which removes single-stranded protruding
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ends, which can occur with MDA, and the DNA was then sheared to 600 base pairs using a
nebulizer. Hadramphus tuberculatus and H. spinipennis samples were tagged with separate
MID-tags before a single run on a GS 454 Junior, which was run according to manufacturer’s
suggested protocol at Chun Lab, Inc., Seoul National University, South Korea.

9.2.3 Sequence analysis and SNP discovery
Sequences were trimmed to remove the MID tag and those with low quality Phred scores
were removed from the dataset using Geneious Pro 5.6.4 (Drummond et al. 2011). Sequences
less than 50 bp were removed from the analysis. To confirm that weevil DNA was obtained,
the sequences were first de novo assembled against the closest known reference genome of
Tribolium castaneum, the red flour beetle (Tenebrionidae), however, only five contigs could
be assembled. Since the species sequenced were sister taxa, the similarities between the two
genomes should be very high. I, therefore, de novo assembled the H. tuberculatus sequences
against the H. spinipennis sequences and was able to assemble the majority of the sequences.
For each species, sequences were assembled into contigs using Geneious Pro 5.6.4
(Drummond et al. 2011).
The first step in SNP discovery was to analyse all sequences assembled into contigs for
variation within nucleotides between each sequence. After nucleotide variation was found, to
reduce the possibility of using SNPs associated with repetitive elements or multiple gene
families, contigs that contained more than one SNP per 100 base pairs were discarded. SNPs
were only tagged if the major and minor alleles were detected more than once without a third
allele being detected; therefore a minimum depth of four reads was required in a contig.
Additionally, each SNP was required to have at least 50 base pairs of known bases flanking
both sides to allow for optimal assay design. Such stringent conditions discard a large number
of SNPs; however they yield considerably more reliable results by increasing the validation
rate and decreasing the false discovery rate.

9.2.4 SNP validation
Due to limited funds, only H. tuberculatus SNPs were validated. SNP assays were optimized
for high resolution melting (HRM) analysis on an IlluminaEco. Twenty representative SNPs
were chosen for validation based on SNP class; class I and class II SNPs were chosen to ease
detectability in HRM. Primers for HRM were created using Primer 3 (Rozen and Skaletsky
2000). Prior to HRM analyses, primers were tested on samples of Hadramphus tuberculatus
through standard polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and then visualised on a 2% high
resolution (Metaphor) agarose gel. The primers that returned a single positive band were
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sequenced in both 5’ and 3’ directions on an AVANT 3100 (ABI) capillary sequencer.
Sequences were then compared to the reference contig.
Primer sets that returned the correct SNP as verified by matching to the contig were used for
developing HRM assays. The Eppendorf epMotion 5070 was used to prepare the assay plates
to guarantee uniformity in master mix concentrations and DNA templates. Reactions were 10
µL consisting of 2 µM of each primer, 1 mM MgCl2, 5 µg/µL BSA, 5 µL AccuMelt HRM
Supermix (Quanta Biosciences), and deionized water to a total of 6 µL added to 4 µL of
genomic DNA at a concentration of 5 ng/µL. Each sample was run in triplicate and a negative
control was included for each master mix.
9.3

Results/Discussion

The EcoRI restriction enzyme either did not fully digest the DNA material or the restriction
sites were too far apart in the genome to create fragments of an appropriate size for next
generation sequencing, so it was not used in this study. RsaI digested the DNA material
although the majority of the fragments were only 300-400 bp long, which is too short for the
GS Junior sequencing platform, so this enzyme was also not used further in this study. HaeIII
produced a substantial quantity of DNA fragments at the correct length and therefore it was
the best restriction enzyme for this study (Figure 9.1).
One sequence library was obtained from the GS Junior run, which was split into two
according to the MID tags. After removing low quality and short fragment reads 23,161,569
H. tuberculatus and 8,486,788 H. spinipennis reads remained. De novo assembly resulted in
1121 H. tuberculatus contigs over 50% of which had >50x coverage, with a maximum of
5484x. The H. spinipennis de novo assembly resulted in 1265 contigs, over 50% of which had
>50x coverage with a maximum of 680x. 450 SNPs were tagged for H. tuberculatus and 320
SNPs were tagged for H. spinipennis.
Fifteen SNP primer sets were tested by standard Sanger sequencing on two modern samples
of H. tuberculatus. Ten of the primer sets had a single band on the agarose gel and were
subsequently sequenced. Three of the sequences matched the reference contig exactly, while
the other seven matched the tagged SNP but not the contig sequence.
High resolution melting assays were attempted using genomic extracts from historical
specimens. In order to use HRM for both the historical and modern samples the master mix
and assay parameters must be identical for accurate comparison between plates and samples.
Therefore, optimizing the HRM assay for the historical samples was identified as the best way
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to proceed. At this time, I have been unable to achieve consistent results for HRM on
historical samples. In general, HRM works best on high quality and high quantity DNA,
which 150 year old DNA is not. The main problem is the inability to get all three replicates of
a sample to amplify early in the PCR run prior to melting (Figure 9.2). To circumvent this
problem, I have tried doing a double PCR, in which the historical DNA is amplified via PCR
and then the PCR product is diluted and used for the HRM PCR and melting analysis. With
double PCR I was able to achieve amplification early enough in the historical samples, but
this was not optimal for the modern samples. I have developed nested primers for five of the
SNP primer sets that have been verified by traditional Sanger sequencing.
Next generation sequencing offers many advantages over traditional sequencing for quickly
and easily obtaining high numbers of SNPs in non-model organisms (Garvin et al. 2010).
Reduced representation libraries greatly benefit smaller labs that desire to maximise the
number of SNPs with reliable coverage but can only afford a single NGS run (Ekblom and
Galindo 2011). However, working with non-model organisms is still not a straightforward
process. Without a reference genome, assembling contigs and choosing putative SNPs
becomes increasingly difficult, and without validating hundreds of SNPs one must rely
heavily on the assumption that the previously published literature on stringent conditions for
choosing SNPs really does eliminate a great deal of false positives.
High resolution melting is an ideal method for SNP genotyping with high quality DNA
samples. The results are fast, accurate, and a large number can be processed and easily
analysed within a short period of time. For this study, one of the main aims was to analyse
changes in SNP allele frequencies over time and so historical, low quality samples need to be
used. More work is needed to achieve consistently high quality results using HRM assays
with historical samples. Nested PCR may fix the issue, and recently a new master mix has
been released for HRM with low quality samples, and this should be tested, but at this time,
no definite SNPs have been validated for Hadramphus tuberculatus or H. spinipennis for the
study of population changes over time to help assist in the conservation of the two species.
Although no definitive SNP genotypes were achieved for this study, effective SNP primers
were found for modern DNA and some positive headway was made into genotyping historical
specimens using HRM. SNP genotyping in ancient DNA is a relatively new field with most
studies being conducted on ancient human and cattle samples (Götherström et al. 2005, Li et
al. 2007, Morin and McCarthy 2007, Bouakaze et al. 2009). For humans and cattle, reliable
genomes and successful SNP markers were available for comparison to ancient genomes and
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for SNP validation. Even with the availability of modern data for reference, the amplification
and genotyping of ancient SNPs is still not straight-forward and easy (Decker et al. 2009).
Currently, the most reliable way to obtain SNPs from highly degraded and ancient DNA is by
using multiplex single base extension reactions (SBE); two multiplex PCR reactions are
performed to increase the quantity of DNA followed by the multiplex SBE reaction
(Bouakaze et al. 2007). Although some success has been met with multiplex SBE, the
methods requires multiple PCR reactions including PCR clean-up which increases the time
and cost for SNP genotyping. To optimize HRM for the use of historical DNA would
decrease on the time and money spent to genotype ancient SNPs.
Despite the difficulties in using a reduced representation library for a non-model species, the
method was successful and SNPs were validated for H. tuberculatus. Nine SNPs were
validated on modern H. tuberculatus samples using standard HRM methods. Some of the
historical samples did work with HRM, indicating that the method can be optimized in the
future for degraded and low quantity DNA.

Figure 9.1. A photograph of the polyacrylamide gel with the digested DNA using the
enzymes EcoRI (two columns on left) and HaeIII (two columns on right). Hadramphus
tuberculatus is the first sample for each enzyme and H. spinipennis is the second sample.
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Figure 9.2. The amplification plot for HRM analysis for a test run using historical samples.
The x-axis is the number of PCR cycles and the y-axis is the amount of amplification. Ideally,
all products should start to amplify by 20 cycles.
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Chapter 10
Summary
This thesis presented a study of the evolutionary history of the genus Hadramphus utilizing
old, pinned museum specimens in conjunction with modern specimens. Including historical
samples in this thesis allowed me to increase my sample size and determine genetic variation
over time with the inclusion of more accurate priors in my genetic analysis.
Chapter 3 investigated a non morphologically-damaging method of extraction for historical,
pinned museum specimens. Finding an effective extraction method and proving it was nondamaging was critical to the thesis. Whole body soaking of a specimen in lysis buffer proved
to be just as effective as the traditional method of leg removal from the specimen. Before and
after extraction photos of key identification characters certified that no morphological damage
had occurred to the specimens. Different types of taq polymerase were also invesitgated for
their effectiveness in PCR reactions with i-star taq proving itself to be the best performer.
In Chapter 4, the molecular phylogeny of the genus Hadramphus was characterized.
Molecular phylogeny is important to the fields of ecology, taxonomy, conservation and
evolution as it takes into account the evolutionary history of a species when defining its
taxonomic units. The Hadramphus molecular phylogeny differed from the morphological
phylogeny. H. pittospori was highly divergent from the other three species in the genus. The
results suggested that H. pittospori may not belong to the genus Hadramphus and perhaps its
original genus Karocolens should be resurrected.
From molecular phylogeny, the thesis progressed to phylogeography in chapter 5 where I
investigated the phylogeography of Megadromus antacticus. The results suggested that M.
antarcticus has a north to south genetic gradient and recently diverged in the Pleistocene. The
timing of divergence coincides with various changes to the biogeography of the Canterbury
Plains due to glacial cycling.
Chapter 6 investigated the effects of island restoration on the species Hadramphus spinipennis
and its host-plant, Aciphylla dieffenbachii. The study found that the island restoration of
Rangatira and Mangere Islands was not negatively impacting the weevil or its host-plant;
however, on Rangatira Island the populations of H. spinipennis and A. dieffenbachii seemed
to be declining. Analysis of the mitochondrial gene, COI, showed the weevils to have split
into two clades, one representing each island. Contrastingly, the nuclear gene showed no
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restriction to gene flow in the evolutionary history of the species. For the purpose of
conservation of H. spinipennis, the Ragatira population should be further investigated to
determine the cause of the decline. Measures need to remain in place for the conservation of
the populations on both islands as they are genetically different in the mitochondrial gene and
thus measures should be taken to protect the genetic diversity.
Hadramphus tuberculatus is critcally endangered and the only known existing population is at
Burkes Pass Scenic Reserve. Little is known about the ecology and behavior of H.
tuberculauts. The focus of Chapter 7 was on the ecology of this critical species and markrecapture was used to estimate male and female population sizes.
In Chapter 8, the change in genetic diveristy over time for Hadramphus tuberculatus was
investigated using historical and modern samples. The study confirmed that there was a loss
in nucleotide diversity of the past 100 years in H. tuberculatus and the Bayesian skyline plot
showed a decline in the effective population size.
The focus of chapter 9 was the use of next-generation sequencing (NGS) to find single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in Hadramphus tuberculatus and H. spinipennis. The
information gained for NGS was for population genetics in both ancient and modern samples.

10.1 Future Directions
Further research into the ecology and behavior of Hadramphus tuberculatus is necessary for
effective conservation of this species. Although Chapter 7 offers new information on the
ecology and behavior of the species, a better understanding of the acitvity period of the weevil
and information on life span and larval stages would be useful. Over three years, the
Canterbury Plains has been searched for more populations of H. tuberculatus but all searches
have returned negative results. In 2010, pitfall traps were set-up beyond the range of the
population found in the pastoral land across from the road to determine the extent the
population reached. All the new traps failed to capture any H. tuberucaltus. Despite no
weevils being found in these extended searches, absence of presence in one search does not
mean evidence of absence in an area. GIS modelling of environmental, ecological and
behavioral aspects of the weevil can target more suitable geographic locations to search for
more populations.
The loss of nucleotide diversity in H. tuberculatus over 100 years does not bode well for the
future of the species unless action is taken to conserve the remaining genetic diversity and to
establish another population of weevils. However, establishing another population of weevils
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is not straightforward as the numbers estimated for the population size at Bukes Pass Scenic
Reserve is not very high. More work should be conducted on the capitve rearing project that
has begun. Bolstering the weevil numbers through captive rearing prior to translocations may
be an effective measure for H. tuberculatus.
Advancements in next-generation sequencing analysis for non-model organisms and SNP
verification in non-model organisms are occuring rapidly. New software for NGS data
analysis, SNP calling without a reference genome are being released for different computer
platforms and at more affordable costs which will aid in quicker and easier analysis of new
data. Furthermore, work on third generation sequencers touted to produce even more
gigabytes of data in shorter amounts of time for less of a cost are in the pipeline. As the
sequencing field rockets forward the opportunities for more researchers to use the newer
technologies will emerge.
New platforms such as the Ion Torrent claim to be able to analyse the human genome for only
$1000US in a single day. When sequencing technology, such as the Ion Torrent, becomes
available for non-model organisms population genetics studies will be conducted at the
genome level rather than just looking at SNP’s or microsatellites. By comparing genomes,
more information regarding evolutionary history can be determined, including loss or gain of
gene copies or indels throughout the genome.
Progress has also been made in the field of historical and ancient DNA. Scientists have
managed to sequence the entire genome of the mammoth using NGS technology. Y
chromosome SNP genotyping in ancient human fossils is conducted on a more frequent basis
with positive results. Newer methods of SNP genotyping have emerged that cost less, have
higher sensitivity, and take a shorter time than traditional methods.
Providing additional information to the field of NGS and SNP discovery in non-model
organims and historical DNA is essential for the progression of these methods. Chapter 9 just
begins to explore this avenue. In hindsight, we were overly optimistic about what could be
achieved with NGS in this project. Works needs to be continued on developing highresolution melting for SNP analysis in historical and highly degraded samples. A future
project would include the addition of a nested PCR to the HRM analysis. HRM machines
such as the illumina Eco are programmed to perform one PCR prior to the melting.
Performing a single PCR on a traditional thermocycler on a larger fragment and then for the
PCR before the melting the use of nested primers should be investigated. By using this
method the DNA template and specificity would increase for the historical samples but not
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cause the problem of too much non-specific DNA amplification in the modern samples as
double PCR did in Chapter 9.
The genus Hadramphus is an excellent model for the evolutionary study of how human
disturbance can effect invertebrate populations genetically and ecologically. The use of
museum specimens in this thesis provided greater detail on how the changes to the weevil
occurred without a temporal paradox. Overall, a thorough study incorporating phylogeny,
phylogeography, ecology, advanced sequencing methods and historical DNA was presented
to better understand a the evolutionary past and present of a rare genus.
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Appendix A
Historical samples of Megadromus antarcticus and taq polymerase
test
A.1 Appendix to Chapter 3, A non-destructive extraction method
Table A.1. The collection information for the pinned museum specimens of Megadromus
antarcticus. All specimens were from the Lincoln University Entomological Research
Museum.
Date collected Location

Collector

Sequence (yes/no)

12/09/1996

Prices Valley

Marris, J. W. M.

Yes

15/10/1996

Mt. Cavendish

Emberson, R. M.

Yes

15/10/1996

Mt Cavendish

Emberson, R. M.

Yes

26/11/1993

Killinchy

Sivasubramaniam, W.

Yes

30/11/1986

Arthur’s Pass

Emberson, R. M & Syrett, P. No

30/11/1986

Arthur’s Pass

Emberson, R. M & Syrett, P. No

01/01/1980

Orari Gorge

Howe, P.

Yes

09/11/1977

Coopers Knob

Butcher, M. R.

Yes

09/11/1977

Coopers Knob

Butcher, M. R.

Yes

15/08/1968

Lincoln College Kain, W. M.

No

Table A.2. The list of all taq polymerases tried when amplifying the historical DNA
extractions by PCR. Whether amplification was achieved is listed under the results.
Taq Name

Manufacturer

Description

Results

Phusion taq

Thermo Scientific

High-fidelity

No amplification

Amplitaq Gold Applied Biosystems

High specificity,
sensitivity and yield

Multiple amplifications;
not specific to target

Dream taq

Thermo Scientific

High sensitivity

No amplification

i-taq

iNtRON Biotechnologies

Standard

No amplification

i-star taq

iNtRON Biotechnologies

High specificity and
yield

Successful amplification
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Appendix B Captive rearing of Hadramphus tuberculatus
Hadramphus tuberculatus Pascoe 1877 was thought to be extinct after its last sighting in 1922
(Sherly 1989) but was rediscovered in 2004 (Young et al. 2008). Hadramphus tuberculatus is
one of New Zealand’s most endangered invertebrate species and, as such, effective
conservation management is imperative. Captive rearing initiatives have been included in the
species recovery plan. While the idea of captive breeding has promise, a great deal of
uncertainty regarding the best method for breeding large weevils, especially H. tuberculatus,
remains a substantial obstacle. Several attempts have been made to rear large weevils, such as
Lyperobius huttoni (Pawson et al. 2004), Hadramphus pittospori (Bennett 1987), and H.
spinipennis (Schöps et al. 1999), with some success. All three studies managed to successfully
breed weevils, although there was a high mortality rate in the larval stage with few surviving
to adulthood. The adults seemed to be very short lived (Bennett 1987, Pawson et al. 2004). To
this end we attempted to breed H. tuberculatus and L. huttoni in the insectary at Lincoln
University.
Four H. tuberculatus were placed in a 60 cm by 60 cm by 60 cm insect tent with a single large
planter containing one adult Aciphylla aurea, three A. aurea seedlings, and one A.
subflabellata (Figure B.1). Seven L. huttoni were placed in a similar enclosure containing one
A. aurea, one A. dieffenbachii, and one A. subflabellata. The weevils were observed between
12:00 and 14:00 every two to three days between February 1 2012 and May 31 2012 by which
time they were over-wintering beneath the soil.
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Figure B.1. Enclosure used for H. tuberculatus.
Five sightings of H. tuberculatus were recorded, including the death of one specimen (Table
B.1). Feeding was directly observed on A. subflabellata and feeding damage was observed on
all Aciphylla (Figure B.2 & B.3). Two individuals were seen mating at the base of the A.
subflabellata. The weevils presumably burrowed into the soil at the plant base when they
could not be sighted as there were no obvious hiding places on the plants themselves. In the
field, soil burrowing was typical behaviour of weevils when they were returned to their hostplant. A large A. aurea died in the enclosure seemingly from extensive root damage although
no weevils, eggs, or larvae were found on the plant’s roots when it was extracted. All L.
huttoni were accounted for at every observation until the 20 th of April when they apparently
went below the soil to over-winter. Foraging and feeding damage were observed on all
Aciphylla plants. The weevils were prone to falling outside of the planter. The behaviour of
quickly dropping off a plant due to moving shadows has been well documented in L. huttoni
(Hunt 1996). Since the insectary is exposed to natural lighting and situated next to a cricket
field, a cloud passing over and causing a shadow on a plant or sporting activity may cause the
weevil to drop from the leaf of the plant. The design of the planter would not allow the weevil
to crawl back into the planter. In contrast, H. tuberculatus never fell from its planter, although
in the wild, sightings of the weevil falling to the ground from shadows has been documented.
When spotted feeding in the enclosure, H. tuberculatus was never seen far from the centre of
the plant and no feeding damage has been recorded from leaves that were hanging over the
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edge of the planter. The difference in where L. huttoni and H. tuberculatus feed on the leaves
may be why one is more prone to falling outside the planter.
Table B.1. H. tuberculatus sightings including information on behaviour and time of siting.
Date
8/02/2012
24/02/2012
26/02/2012
02/03/2012

Weevil ID
22
27
22 & 28
28

Notes
Climbing on the netting of the enclosure at 12:00
Found dead at the base of an A. subflabellata at 14:00
Mating at the base of A. subflabellata at 12:00
Feeding on A. subflabellata at 13:00

Our findings suggest that H. tuberculatus is able to feed on more than just its host plant,
Aciphylla aurea. The observed feeding on a different Aciphylla species is complimented by an
observation of a captive H. tuberculatus feeding on carrot when given the choice between
carrot and A. aurea. We also suggest that H. tuberculatus exhibits sporadic diurnal activity
contrary to the prevailing opinion that H. tuberculatus is nocturnal. The cause of death in one
specimen could not be determined, although age is a possibility. While positive mating was
observed, no offspring were found. We do not plan to disturb the enclosure before spring as
doing so may damage any larvae that may be present. Lyperobius huttoni appeared to be more
of a diurnal generalist than H. tuberculatus and may have a longer activity period before overwintering. The warmer climate at a lower altitude may have influenced the duration of their
activity. No mating was observed for this species and no young observed.

Figure B.2. Feeding damage from H. tuberculatus on A. subflabellata.
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Figure B.3. Feeding damage from H. tuberculatus on A. subflabellata.
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